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2ABSTRACT
TIME-DEPENDENT POWER SPECTRA
AND
FIRST PASSAGE PROBABILITIES
by
ROSS BARRY COROTIS
Submitted to the Department of Civil Engineering on January 15,
1971, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy.
The concept of a power spectral density for a
nonstationary stochastic process is investigated.
Alternate interpretations of this quantity are con-
sidered.
The probability distribution of the time to
first barrier crossing by a narrow-band stochastic
process is expanded to include the concept of an evo-
lutionary power spectrum. Results are given for the
response of a lightly damped single degree-of-freedom
oscillator subjected to broad-band excitation. The
expressions are especially interesting for very small
damping levels, including the zero damped case.
Approximate closed form solutions are given for first
passage probabilities for separable stationary exci-
tation with a Heaviside or exponential deterministic
modulating function.
Parameters appropriate to earthquake engineer-
ing indicate significant improvement over previous
theories through the introduction of the time-depen-
dent power spectrum.
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Symbol s
AD probability of no instantaneous barrier ex-
ceedance
A(t) deterministic modulating function of a
stochastic process
a barrier level for first passage considera-
tions
f cyclic frequency
f T probability density function of time to
o first barrier crossing
G(w) one-sided power spectrum of a stochastic
process
G(w,t) time-dependent power spectrum
Gf(o) one-sided power spectrum of a forcing
excitation
GR(W) one-sided power spectrum of a response
process
H(o) transfer function of a linear oscillator
h(t) oscillator impulse response function
LD(t) reliability function: probability that at
time t a process has not yet crossed a
given fixed double barrier
q Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor
R (T) autocorrelation of stationary process x(t)
evaluated with time lag T
R (t,1) autocorrelation of general process x(t)
evaluated at time t with lag T
S excitation duration
T 0time between upcrossings of a fixed barrier
level by a process
MW
T one half time-window for analysis of a
stationary process
t general time parameter
x(t) a stochastic process
a ~ hazard function in first passage computa-
tions
a(t) time-dependent hazard function in first
passage computations
x ,,X12  zeroth, first, and second area moments of
a power spectrum
x (t) time-dependent area moments of a power
spectrum
P barrier level as a multiple of variance
of a zero-mean process
v ,v representative frequency of a process
Va ,va frequency of upcrossings of the barrier
level a
per cent of critical damping in an oscil-
lator
a 2 variance of a process (X for a zero-mean
process)
T time lag used in autocorrelation computations
T period of a process, undamped natural period
of an oscillator
o circular frequency (2Trf)
W 0natural undamped circular frequency of an
oscillator
Wi natural damped circular frequency of an
oscillator
o upper limit of a band-limited spectra
MW
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INTRODUCTION
Engineers are becoming increasingly aware of the importance
of an adequate dynamic analysis for the design of many systems. The
nondeterministic nature of the motion in a number of applications
leads logically to a random vibrations approach. Of major interest
is the time to first passage of a fixed threshold. This problem has
been studied in some detail for stationary conditions. A frequency
domain approach using the power spectral density function (power spec-
trum) has proved to be very convenient.
This report seeks to extend these concepts to nonstationary
motion.
Chapters I and II review certain present first passage theories
and outline the difference between stationary and nonstationary vi-
bration. The importance of the power spectrum is discussed, as well
as the notion of a time-dependent power spectrum,
Chapter III investigates in detail the concept of this time-
dependent power spectrum and relates the intuitive and analytical
approaches to such a quantity. A suitable expression is found and
compared with the approaches of other investigators.
Chapters IV, V and VI develop the first passage expressions
for lightly damped single degree-of-freedom oscillators subjected
to deterministically modulated broad-band excitation. Of special
MP
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interest is the time-evolving response of an oscillator suddenly
exposed to stationary input. The case of a zero damped oscillator
is included. Chapter VII presents numerical results for the re-
liability of an oscillator with this "step" random input. The
reliability is defined as the probability that the response has
not yet crossed a fixed barrier in a given time interval. The ex-
tension to an earthquake-type excitation is also illustrated in
the final chapter.
CHAPTER I
FIRST PASSAGE IN RANDOM VIBRATIONS
Section IA Stationary Frequency Analysis
Random vibrations is a relatively young field; yet much of its
basis comes from a well established area: signal noise in electrical
engineering and communications, Mathematical treatment of the stochas-
tic noise phenomenon dates back at least twenty-five years to Rice [1].
Application of the theory to mechanical oscillators has followed, how-
ever, only in the past decade. Much of the work in this application
has come from Crandall [2,3,4].
It is assumed in this report that the reader has a working know-
ledge of the basic concepts of stationary random vibration theory. For
clarity, an informal review of general notions is presented in Appen-
dix A. Emphasis is on those quantities that have important generalized
forms in nonstationary theory.
A stationary random vibration may be considered to be composed of
sines and cosines of various frequencies and amplitudes, If the vibra-
tion is periodic, a Fourier series analysis riay be made to determine the
relative importance of different frequencies. If the vibration is not
periodic, a Fourier transformation may be applied [5]. A Fourier trans-
form on a single sample of a random vibration yields the relative fre-
quency content of the actual motion in that sample. If X (W) denotes the
F
Fourier transform of sample i, then
X (w) = x(t)e-iotdt (IA-1)
Analogous to this, a time-average physical frequency spectrum of
sample i may be defined by
T
F (w) = Lim X (t) e-iwt dt (IA-2)
If the process is ergodic, and sample i is a representative sample,
then the time-average physical frequency spectrum of sample i is the
time-average physical frequency spectrum of the process in general.
|Fi(w) = |F(w)| (IA-3)
The autocorrelation function of a stochastic process is defined
as an ensemble average.
R(T) = E[x(t)x(t+T)] (IA-4)
ensemble
If a Fourier transform is made on the autocorrelation function, a fre-
quency decomposition of the autocorrelation function is obtained.
00
G(w) = J R(T)e WTdT (IA-5)
For all real, stationary processes, G(w) is an even, non-negative func-
tion of w. For physical significance it is defined here only for posi-
tive w. Since G(w) is a Fourier transform of R(T), the Wiener-
Khintchtne relation guarantees the inverse transform relation
R(T) = G(o)e iWdf with f = w/27T (IA-6)
0
G(w) is interpreted as the mean square spectral density. This can
be seen by putting T=O in Equations [IA-6] and [IA-4].
00{ G(o)df = R(O) = E[x 2(t)] (IA-7)
For a zero-mean process, E[x2 (t)] equals the variance. The inte-
gral of G(w) over all frequencies may be interpreted as the zeroth
moment of the mean square spectral density.
0 = G(w)df (IA-8)
The temporal autocorrelction function of a sample function, i,
is defined as
T
D(T) = E [x(t)x(t+T)] = Lim X.(t)x(t+1)dT (IA-9)1time T-*co 2T T I
T~o 
-T
If a Fourier transform is made on D (t), a frequency decomposition
of the temporal autocorrelation function is obtained.
00
S ( T) = { M(T) e iwdT (IA-10)
The corresponding inverse relation is
i(T) = {Si(w) eli)T df (IA-ll)
w
If the process is ergodic, (T) and S (o) apply-to all samples1
and to the process in general. Then the temporal averages over a sam-
ple of infinite duration are equal-to the corresponding-ensemble aver-
ages.
(T)-= R(T) (IA-12)
S (w) = G(w) (IA-13)
Since F(w) is a time-average of a Fourier transform of a sample,
and.S(w) is a.Fourier transform of a time-average of a sample, it is
not surprising that-when the limiting-processes are handled carefully
S(w) and.F(w) are equal0. For aestationary ergodic process, therefore,
the interpretation of G(w) (the mean square spectral-density) as the
physical frequency spectrum of the process is gi.ven additional phys-
ical motivation.
w
Section IB First Passage Theory
Of interest in random vibration analysis is the exceedance of a
response characteristic above some pre-established level. An approxi-
mate expression for the mean crossing rate of a stationary process be-
yond a fixed barrier level has been derived by Rice[l]. His expres-
sion is 00 a+
V = d a x p(x,x)dx (IB-1)
vais the frequency of crossings of the fixed barrier level x=a. The
superscript + indicates that only crossings with a positive slope are
counted (upcrossings). p(x,x) is the joint probability density func-
tion of the process, x, and its first time derivative, x. If the pro-
cess is stationary and Gaussian with zero-mean, the joint probability
density is
P(x,x) = 2Tr x ' exp (IB-2)
Then Equation [IB-1] reduces to
V+ exp -a (IB-3)a 1 ax 2j2
x
A process that represents the output of a lightly damped single
degree-of-freedom oscillator is approximately narrow-band. In a nar-
row-band process the motion occurs in a narrow range or band of fre-
quencies whose central frequency is large with respect to the band-
width. For this type of Gaussian process it appears reasonable to
19
define a representative frequency of the process. This frequency may
be obtained by setting a=O in Equation [IB-3].
+ - x (IB-4)
The representative period of the process is then
To = (IB-5)
V
Of interest is the time to first passage of a process above a
barrier level x=a. If it is assumed for the moment that the barrier
upcrossings are Poisson arrivals (asymptotically correct for high
barrier levels [1]),then the time between upcrossings, T0, has an ex-
ponential probability density function with parameter v .
+ T
f[T0] =v ea To T > 0 (IB-6)0 a e
The mean time between upcrossings is then
E[T ] = 1 (IB-7)
V
a
which is also the standard deviation of T .
If one commences observing a stationary process at an arbitrary
instant, and if the barrier level is high, it is permissible to neg-
lect the probability that the process will already be above this bar-
rier at the first instant of observation. In this case, the random
variable, T0, time between upcrossings, is also the time to first
barrier crossing.
20
The Poisson arrival assumption for barrier crossings implies in-
dependence of crossings. In reality, crossings tend to occur in
clumps. This is especially true of a narrow-band process, in which
the motion may be approximately characterized as an amplitude modu-
lated sinusoid, whose frequency varies in a relatively small range
around some central value. A barrier crossing in one cycle implies
an increased conditional probability of a crossing in the next cycle.
For a fixed mean crossing rate, the clumping of crossings tends to
increase the time between clumps. Thus the time, T0, to the first
barrier crossing, tends to increase. Early investigations in this
area were conducted by Lyon [6] and have more recently undergone
additional mathematical development by Vanmarcke [7] and simulation
verification by Yanev [8]. Vanmarcke shows that the crossing rate
depends on at least one additional parameter, a shape factor of the
mean square spectral density of the process. For crossing of a posi-
tive barrier level x=a by a stationary Gaussian process, the expected
clump size is approximately
E[clump size] = (IB-8)
1-exp 
-aq
The expected rate of clump occurrences is then
a _+E[clump rate] = -exp -aq (IB-9)
E[clump size]
where X is the root mean square (RMS) of the process, va is the rate
o a
of upcrossings of the barrier level x=a, and q is Vanmarcke's spectral
W
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density shape parameter, to be discussed later.
Since the expected rate of zero crossings is v , and the ex-
+
pected rate of barrier level x=a crossings is va, the expected value
of N, the number of zero crossings between clumps is
V- V a = o - a
E[N] = Elclump rate] V + E[clump size]
va
_ 1 (IB-10)
va 1- exp -aq
a 2 /2X0
e -
L-aq V/X/
For a narrow-band process, the time between clumps is simply
T 2  N where 2 r 1 (IB-11)
0 W0 W0 V+
0
As mentioned earlier, T0 is also the time to first barrier crossing
for high barrier levels following observation of a stationary pro-
cess at an arbitrary instant. The probability density function
associated with T0 is usually designated fT (t).
0
The notation that will now be used for first passage consider-
ations is consistent with other literature in the field [9,10].
A stationary process, X(t), is considered to be in one of two
states : State "0" if it is below the designated barrier and state
U
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"1" if it is above the barrier - the so-called failure state. Let
LD(t) be the reliability function, i.e. the fraction of sample func-
tions that have not left state "0" when being observed from time
zero to time t.
LD(t) = P[Tf > t] = 1 - FT (t) t > 0 (IB-12)
where the random variable Tf is the time to first barrier crossing
and FT (t) is the cumulative distribution of Tf. The subscript D on
LD(t) signifies that a double sided barrier (lxi = a) is being con-
sidered. The density function of time to first barrier crossing is
ft (t) d = (t) - Lt) t > 0 (IB-13)T T t FT f- t)
The distribution of time to first barrier crossing includes the con-
sideration of instantaneous barrier exceedance, i.e., the probability
that the process is already in state "1" at t=0. The function
fT fT f>o(t) is defined as the density function of the time to first
barrier crossing given that the process was in state "0" at t=0.
f Tf>0(t) is related to fTf (t) by
fTf(t) = p[Tf > 0] fTfITf>o(t) t > 0 (IB-14)
Using an approach similar to that of Rice and Beer [11] to relate
fT IT >o(t) to fT (t) for high barrier levels, yields
f f 0
f (t) = J T(u)du t > 0. (IB-15)
If it is assumed that the holding time in the "0" state is exponen-
23
tially distributed, then
fT (t) = ae-at t > 0 (IB-16)
0
where 1/a = E[T 0 is the expected holding time in state "0". With
this substitution, Equation [IB-15] reduces to
f T|Tf>0(t) = ae-at t > 0 (IB-17)
Then, from Equation [IB-14],
f T (t) = P[Tf > O]ae-at t > 0 (IB-18)
and from Equation [IB-13]
LD(t) = P[Tf>O]e-at t > 0 (IB-19)
It is seen that a is a measure of barrier crossing likelihood.
The larger the value of a, the more rapidly the reliability func-
tion decreases with time. If the natural logarithm of LD(t) is
plotted versus time, the graph is a straight line with negative
slope a. Because of this, a is often referred to as the hazard
function. For a double sided barrier (a barrier located at lxi = a)
Equation [IB-19] becomes
-a Dt (IB-20)
where AD = P[TfD > 0] for a double sided barrier. For a Gaussian
process, the parameters aD and AD are [7] approximately
aD -[ =&2
E[ToD]
AD =P[T 0D >0
-exp{ -n /2v+
+ a a
a + +
a o
E[T OD]
E[T D + E[T1,DI
a
v = representative frequency of the (stationary) process.
V+ = frequency of upcrossings by the process of the fixed
a double barrier lxi = a [1].
n a = frequency of upcrossings of the envelope of the process
of the fixed double barrier |xi = a. This statistic is
closely related to the frequency of the clump occurren-
ces.
This definition of AD is a slightly conservative one based on the
assumption that the process experiences a peak at t=O.
A useful and often appropriate assumption is that the pro-
cess is Gaussian. For a Gaussian process with a high barrier,
Cramer and Leadbetter [12] have related aD and AD to the proper-
ties of the spectral density function of the process. Vanmarcke
has extended their work to give better results for narrow-band pro-
cesses and for low barrier levels, with results dependent on the
barrier level x=a, and the first three moments of the spectral den-
where
(IB-21)
sity function G(w). The zeroth moment was defined in Section IA as
A = G(w) df (IB-22)
0
A, is the area under the mean square spectral density function, and
is therefore the mean square value of the process. The square root
of A0 is the RMS level.
The first moment is
X = wG(w)df (IB-23)
0
For a narrow-band process, X1 /A, may be interpreted as a representa-
tive frequency of the process.
The second moment is
X 2 = w2G(w)df (IB-24)
0
Analogous to sinusoidal motion, /'A2/Ao for a narrow-band process
may be interpreted as a process central frequency and is equal to
2>rv0  Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor, q, is defined as
q= 1 - (IB-25)
0O2
This parameter is bounded by q=O and q=l and is a measure of the dis-
persion of the spectral density: The lower the value of q the more
concentrated the spectral density about a central frequency. For
pure sinusoidal motion at a single frequency, q=O. q may also be
shown to be equal to the ratio of the RMS of the derivative of the enve-
II
lope of a process and the RMS of the derivative of the process [131.
For a stationary narrow-band Gaussian process, aD and AD are
AD -exp a
1 - exp -aq
22
aD f
0T 0(xp 2
-1 exp .aq/f- I
LD(t) = L-exp exp {2t ex t
2}
where (IB-26)
0 0
For high barrier levels, exp {-aq r/2A } and exp {-a I/2X }may
0 0oma
be neglected with respect to 1. The expression for aD then becomes
a 2
aDXe (I3-27)
which is the hazard function used by Cramer and Leadbetter[12]. Van-
marcke's expression has been shown to give better results for lightly
damped oscillators [7,14]. The Cramer and Leadbetter result yields too
low an estimate for the reliability,
Vanmarcke extends the first crossing theory to a nonstationary
narrow-band Gaussian process by neglecting any time change in the shape
of the mean spectral density. Thus, he assumes that the narrow-band
representative frequency, v , and the spectral density shape factor, q,
are independent of time, but the area under the curve, the mean
square value of the process, X0, is time-dependent. Following an ap-
proach similar to Amin and Ang [15], a time-dependent hazard rate,
aD(t) is introduced. Equation [IB-20] becomes
-f a D(u)du
LD(t)i= AD e 0p
where s is the duration of the process.
t < s (IB-28)
For most applications, a nonstationary process is considered to
have started from rest. In this case the probability of instantane-
ous barrier exceedance is zero, and AD=l. An excellent paper by
Caughey and Stumpf [16] discussed RMS response for such an excitation.
The reliability in Equation [IB-28], following Vanmarcke, becomes
t
-f oaD(u)du
LD(t) = e t < s (IB-29)
where a D(t) is given by
aD(t) =
1 - exp {- aq 2A(t)
exp{3ft) -1
t >_0
(IB-30)
with = v
and LD(t) is
LD(t) = exp -2v
t 1 - exp aq 2X0(u)
0 exp {2a(u) (IB-31)
28
A more detailed development of barrier crossings and first pass-
age problems is given by Vanmarcke [7]. Consideration of double sided
barriers and envelope crossings leads to good results for first pass-
age distributions of both stationary and nonstationary processes.
This problem has also received attention from Roberts [17], Rosen-
blueth and Bustamante [18], Shinozuka and Yang [19, 20, 21] and
Ditlevsen [22].
This report will be concerned primarily with first passage times
of nonstationary processes. In order to do this, the role of spec-
tral density for nonstationary processes will be examined closely in
Chapter II. First, however, some first passage results will be exam-
ined in the next section in order to determine whether additional ana-
lytical development in the field of nonstationary theory is warranted.
29
Section IC Nonstationarity Effect on First Passage Theory
This section will examine some nonstationary first passage
results to see if there are significant phenomena other than those
already considered by Amin and Ang [15] of variable RMS and by Van-
marcke [7] of a time-dependent spectral density with a constant
shape.
First, some practical examples of nonstationary vibration
theory will be reviewed.
Examples of Physical Problems
Many physical problems involve nonstationary random vibrations.
Systems in civil engineering, naval architecture, mechanical engin-
eering, aeronautical engineering, and electrical engineering are all
liable to be subjected to these excitations. A few references to
these fields will be given here.
De Jong [23] has investigated nonlinear ship roll in a "random"
sea." His concern is first passage of response beyond a critical
barrier.
Several investigators have been concerned with ground inter-
action effects. Balsara [24] has investigated the effect of blast
on buried structures, Some time histories of response characteris-
tics from Balsara's work are shown in Figure [IC-1]. The response
characteristics clearly indicate a strong time-dependency. Galbraith
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and Schreiner [25] and Hudson, Alford, and Housner [26] have consid-
ered the response of structures to underground explosion. The rudi-
ments of the deterministic approach for design of structures to re-
sist blast loading may be found in Biggs [27].
The analysis of wind effect on tall buildings has been per-
formed traditionally by modeling the wind as a static lateral pres-
sure or by model testing. The latter method can be very informative
for a structure once the design is known, but it is often difficult
to extrapolate results. Davenport [28,29,30], Parmelee [31], and
others have been considering vibrations of buildings due to wind,
and the effect of these vibrations on people. Random vibrations
analysis of wind loading normally identifies a mean wind pressure
and separates this to leave a stationary zero-mean random process.
Actually the process should be modeled as nonstationary because of
a time-dependent variance.
A major area for vibrations analysis within civil engineering
is in earthquake engineering. Biggs [40] reviews aseismic design
from a deterministic viewpoint. Due to the uncertainties associated
with earthquakes, however, both in occurrence and characteristics
of motion, it is convenient to consider a random vibrations approach.
Trifunac [32] has investigated the characteristics of strong motion
earthquakes and Rascon and Cornell [33] have analyzed a model for
earthquake simulation. Typical large-earthquake accelerograms can
be found in Hansen [34] and Wiegel [35]. Time histories of two large
earthquakes are reproduced in Figure [IC-2] from Wiegel. Because
of the relatively short duration of an earthquake, nonstationary
effects may be important. Even if the ground motion is considered
stationary during a substantial portion of its total duration, it
may still be necessary to treat the response as nonstationary, es-
pecially if the level of structural damping is low. For earthquakes
of short duration, as measured in terms of cycles of natural fre-
quency of the structure, response characteristics may reach only a
small percentage of their stationary value. The significance of
nonstationarity in studying earthquakes has been discussed by Amin
and Ang [36]. Shinozuka and Yang [37] and Iyengar and
Iyengar [38] have considered the theory behind and the numerical
methods necessary for the simulation of nonstationary processes for
application in earthquake engineering. Some simulation models have
been generated and tested by Hou [39].
Effect of Nonstationarity on First Passage
Concern is centered here on the effect of nonstationarity
on first passage times. Section IB has summarized the analytical
development of first passage considerations for stationary processes
and Vanmarcke's extension to include the first three moments of the
spectral density of the response, both for constant and time-depend-
ent RMS.
Some calculated and simulated results will be presented here
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to show that nonstationarity can have a major influence on first
passage rates, and that the theories developed heretofore do not
handle the nonstationary problem completely. The motivation for a
more refined analysis of the nonstationary problem is based on these
results.
For a wide-band stationary excitation suddenly applied to an
oscillator at rest, the response of the oscillator is a special type
of evolutionary response. This particular evolutionary response to
a step input starts at zero and approaches the stationary steady-
state level for long times. Caughey and Stumpf [22] consider the
RMS value for such an evolutionary process. At t=0 the oscillator
is exposed to a stationary excitation for all future time. The im-
pulse response function of the oscillator is denoted h(t), the excit-
ing acceleration, X(t), and the response displacement of the oscil-
lator, Y(t). Then
t
Y(t) = h(t-T) X(T)dT (IC-1)
0
If the exciting acceleration is a zero-mean stochastic pro-
cess (E[X(t)] = 0), then the output is also a zero-mean stochastic
process.
E[Y(t)] = 0 (IC-2)
The variance of the output is
I
Var[Yt)] = E[Y 2 (t)] - E2[Y(t)]
= E[Y 2 (t)] for a zero-mean process
= XO(t) (IC-3)
Using the impulse response function, this becomes
t t
X0(t) = Var[Y(t)] = E[f h(t-T)X(T)dT h(t-1')X(T')dT']
t t
= f fh(t-T)h(t-T')E[X(T)X(T')] dTdT' (IC-4)
Since X(t) is a stationary process, E[X(T)X(T')] is RF (T-T').
The second Wiener-Khintchine relation was used by Caughey and Stumpf
to replace RF(T-T')
RF(T-T") = {GF(w)e iw(TT df (IC-5)
For a real process, eiTTI) may be replaced by its real part,
cos[w(T-T')]. Equation [IC-5] is now substituted into Equation
[IC-4]. The order of integration may be reversed since the inte-
grals are convergent. The resulting expression for the mean square
response (variance) is
00 t t
O(t) = Var[Y(t)] = fGFM f {h(t-T)h(t-T')
cos[W(T-T')]dTdT'df (IC-6)
h(t) for a linear one degree-of-freedom oscillator is given as
0 t < 0
h(t) = -- oE) e 0 sin(wot) t 0 (10-7)(I -7
If the excitation is approximately white noise, GFM
is almost constant with respect to w, and it may be replaced in
Equation [IC-6] by GF (WO). Equation [IC-6] then becomes
G-o -2wogt
X (t) = Var[Y(t)] = F LWi0 _ e 2 +
0 -1 -
+ W W Esin(2& t) + 2W (2sin2(Ut) (IC-8)
This result is plotted in Figure [IC-3] from Caughey and Stumpf.
In order to compare the difference in first passage probabili-
ties for an evolutionary response to step input and a stationary
process, results have been computed using Cramer's hazard function,
aD = 2v +e- a2/2Xo, as given in Equation [IB-27]. For the station-
ary case, aD is independent of time, and the reliability function is
LD = e (IC-9)
For the transient response to step input, X0 is given by Equation
[IC-8] and the reliability function is
t
LD(t) = e0 a D(u)du t < s (IC-10)
Barrier levels considered are r = 1.2, 2.0, and 3.0 times the
RMS at the end of the excitation (not the steady-state RMS). An
excitation duration of 30w% is considered, where w is the undamped
natural circular frequency of the oscillator. Damping levels are
one-tenth of one per cent and ten per cent. The results are plotted
in Figures [IC-4] to [IC-9]. These figures give the reliability pro-
babilities as a function of time.
I
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It may make an important difference if the barrier level is
in terms of the RMS at the end of the excitation or the steady-
state RMS. If the duration is short enough that the response has
not had time to near the steady-state level, then a barrier of a
given multiple of the steady state RMS will appear to be much higher
with respect to the actual motion. Thus an oscillator is safer for
a given barrier level if this level is a multiple of the steady-
state RMS rather than the same multiple of the end-of-excitation
RMS.
The more rapid the decline in the reliability function, the
less safe an oscillator is. On the other hand, for a given set of
parameters the lower the curve, the safer it is to use it as an
estimate of the reliability (i.e. it is more conservative). For the
evolutionary response to step input, the probability of instantane-
ous barrier exceedance is zero. For the aD equal to a constant case,
there is a small nonzero probability of instantaneous barrier exceed-
ance. This probability has been neglected in the graphs in order to
compare more clearly the difference in time histories of the two solu-
tions.
Using the transient solution yields a smaller barrier exceed-
ance probability because it takes into account that the RMS response
starts from zero, thereby giving little chance of barrier exceedance
during the initial seconds. Barnoski and Maurer [41] have verified
Caughey and Stumpf's results indicating that for white noise input,
suddenly applied to an oscillator at rest, the response RMS builds
up to its steady-state value. They also found, however, that for a
non-white excitation the response RMS may overshoot its stationary
value before finally settling down at steady state. For this latter
case, the use of stationary analysis could be unconservative. As
damping increases, the RMS at the end of the excitation, for a given
duration, more nearly approaches the steady-state RMS. Therefore,
the difference between a barrier defined as a multiple of steady-
state RMS or end-of-excitation RMS lessens. Holman and Hart [42] are
currently working on the RMS response to nonstationary excitation.
Figures [IC-4] to [IC-9] show that the consideration of non-
stationarity makes a significant difference in the reliability values,
especially for small damping levels. This is to be expected since
the lower damping implies a longer time until stationarity is reached.
Figure [IC-9] makes it clear that while present nonstationary theor-
ies are much closer to simulated results than traditional steady-
state analysis, there is still a significant discrepancy. It is this
difference that warrants the further analysis of the nonstationary
problem. It is believed a remaining significant effect is the time
variation of the shape of the power spectral density function. This
leads immediately into the question of the definition of a power spec-
trum for a nonstationary process. This will be the subject of the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER II
THE ROLE OF A TIME-DEPENDENT POWER SPECTRUM
The time-average physical frequency spectrum was introduced
in Section IA for a stationary process. It describes the mean
square motion present at each frequency for a sample. For an ergo-
dic, stationary process, an equivalent spectrum may be determined
by performing a Fourier transform on the autocorrelation function
of the process. It will be the purpose of this chapter to investi-
gate the extension of these concepts to a nonstationary process.
This area has been the subject of recent investigations in civil
engineering by Liu [43], Shinozuka [44], and Shinozuka and Brant[45].
I
Section IIA The Evolutionary Response Spectrum for Step Input
Consider again an oscillator that is at rest for t<O, and ex-
posed to a stationary excitation for all t>O. For t<O the appropri-
ate power spectrum of the response is zero. The oscillator response
will pass through a transient stage and finally (asymptotically)
reach a stationary condition. For t-o the power spectrum is the
familiar physical description of the frequency decomposition of the
(asymptotically) stationary response. This latter spectrum may be
found by taking the Fourier transform of the asymptotic autocorrela-
tion function of the motion. Both the magnitude (RMS) and the rela-
tive frequency content of the response evolve from their values at
time zero to those of the stationary level. At any given time, one
may envision a power spectrum that physically represents the fre-
quency decomposition at that time. This notion leads to the concept
of an evolutionary spectrum. The fundamentals of this type of evolu-
tionary response to random excitation were outlined in the last sec-
tion. The resulting expression for X (t) was given in Equations
[IC-6] and [IC-8]. This former equation is
00 t t
SM(t) = {GF() j' {h(t-T)h(t-T')cos[w(T-T')]dTdT'df (IIA-1)
Taking a lead from this result, if one defines a function, G(.,t),
of frequency and time as
t t
G(w,t) G FM ff h(t-1)h(t-T')cos[W(T-T')]1d1d' (IIA-2)
then G(w,t) has the convenient properties that it is a function only
of time up to the present, and when integrated over all frequencies
it gives the mean square response.
00
0 (t) = E[Y 2 (t)] = I G(wgt)df (IIA-3)
satisfying the second Wiener-Khintchine relation with T=O. It is
thus appropriate to call G(w,t) a time-dependent output power spec-
tral density. An examination of G(wt) shows that this time-
dependent spectrum is initially zero for all frequencies, and for
long time it approaches the steady-state transfer function of a one
degree-of-freedom oscillator.
This evolutionary spectrum for step input has been computed
for several different times for an initially quiescent one degree-
of-freedom oscillator exposed to stationary white noise input at
time 0. The oscillator has either one per cent or ten per cent of
critical damping. The results are plotted in Figures [IIA-1] and
[IIA-2]. It is seen that the spectrum increases monotonically at
w=w 0whereas it tends to remain fairly constant or even to decrease
slightly at frequency ratios not near unity. The spectrum experi-
ences sinusoidal-like fluctuations, both with respect to frequency
for a given time & with respect to time at a given frequency. These
fluctuations will be shown to be of the form sin(w t), sin 2 (W t)
and sin(wt). For long times, these fluctuations decay and the trans-
fer function for steady-state is, as expected, smooth. The growth
*
This definition is not the only one that can be considered, as
will be discussed in Chapter III.
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of the spectrum deviates greatly from that which would be associ--
*
ated with proportional or constant-shape growth. Therefore, not
only A0 but also Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor, q, is
a function of time. This may have significant implications with
respect to first passage probability estimation since the time-
dependent barrier exceedance rate depends on q as well as on A.
The influence of time changes in q has not been considered before.
Figure [IIA-3] shows the evolution of G(o,t) implied by constant
shape (q) growth.
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Section IIB The Evolutionary Response Spectrum for
Deterministic Modulated Stationary Input
There is no reason to limit the concept of an evolutionary spec-
trum to the type associated with response to a suddenly applied sta-
tionary excitation. Intuitively, it would seem that a frequency decom-
position of a random process could be made at any instant, yielding an
instantaneous spectral analysis. One type of suitable process is the
response of an oscillator to arbitrary random input. The specific pro-
cedure for performing the spectral analysis, either physically or the-
oretically, introduces a number of potential difficulties and conflict-
ing definitions. These problems will be discussed in Chapter III.
Utilizing the same approach as the one that resulted in G(w,t)
for the evolutionary response to step input, it is straightforward to
find an integral expression for the evolutionary output spectrum of the
response of an oscillator to an input described by a separable time-
dependent spectrum of the form G(w)f(t). G(w) is a stationary normal-
ized (i.e. X of G(w) = 1) power spectrum and f(t) is an arbitrary de-0
terministic function of time. This form forces the relative frequency
content of the input to remain constant, but allows the total amount of
power to change. For this kind of process, Vanmarcke's spectral density
shape factor, q, of the (input) spectrum is constant, but the mean
square, X (t), is not. In the particular case where f(t) is exponen-
tial in form, the expression for Q(w,t) maybe evaluated after some sim-
ple algebra. The closed form expressions will be discussed in Chapter V.
II
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Section IIC Equivalent Time-Dependent Damping
In Section IIA it was seen that the power spectrum of the re-
sponse of an oscillator to a suddenly applied stationary white
noise random excitation built up from zero to the stationary level.
For a given damping at a given time, the power spectrum looks simi-
lar to that which would be associated with the stationary spectrum
of an oscillator with higher damping. The investigation of this ob-
servation leads to some interesting insights.
Consider first a quiescent oscillator subjected to a very
narrow-band input. This excitation is approximated by Fsin(w0 t)
where w is the central frequency of the excitation. The circular
frequency w0 is assumed to be the same as the natural frequency of
the oscillator. The power spectrum of the stationary input, GF (W),
is approximately a delta function at w=w 0
0 otherwise
GF(W) = (IIC-l){ 0G2- 2
The area under the input spectrum equals the mean square value of
2
the input. The power spectrum of the output is GR(Wt) = |H(w,t)J
GF(w). The time-dependent mean square response is the area under
the output power spectrum.
Var[R] = GR(W't)df = GF(w)|H(o,t)| df (IIC-2)
0 o
M
GF(w) = 0 except for w w + A /2, where Aw is the input band width.
Since Ao is small, it is permissible to pull the transfer function
out of the integral, using the value of H(w,t) at o=w 0
Var[R] = |H(wo,t)12 JGF(w)df (IIC-3)
The area under GF(w) is G AL.
2
VarER] = |H(o ,t)| GOAw
|H(w,t)| is simply Equation [IIA-2] for unit white noise
evaluated for one degree-of-freedom oscillator parameters.
sult is
2|H( t)| = I1 + e
| Z(o)| _
(IIC-4)
input
The re-
-2w0 U1 1 + 2Esin(wit)cos(wit) -
oEtr 2w (
-e 0 2 cos(wt) + 0 sin(wt) cos(ot) -
2
W 0t (w () -o
-e W, sin(wit)sin(ot) + 2 sin2(oit),
2
where Z(W)| = (W2 _ W2 ) + (2wwg)
00
(IIC-5)
Letting w ~ WO, neglecting small terms for lightly damped systems,
and evaluating at w = w0 , leads to
I
|H(w 0 ,t)j ~ 1+e -
~1+e 2wot
44c 2
w Et
f1-e 0 2 cos 2 (W t)-e 2sin2(W t)}
{ o 2eo
(IIC-6)
With this substitution, the mean square response is given as
G Aw -o Wt 2
Var[R] ~ e (IIC-7)
0
The equivalent time-dependent damping is defined as that time-
dependent damping that would be necessary with steady-state re-
sponse to yield the same mean square response as Equation [IIC-7].
Let (t) represent the effective time-dependent damping level for
a narrow-band input. The above definition yields
Var[R] = 1 - e
4o (2  le4WcL
- W0t 2 A Go AW
= ne
e (t) = P W }Cne--
ne(t) =E
ne _ wot
(II C-8)
This relation is seen to reduce to two known boundary conditions for
deterministic vibration problems. First, as t*o, C (t)+ C . That
2
-e-w 
C
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is, the effective damping approaches the actual damping for long
-w Et
time. Second, as -+ 0, e 0 + 1 - w0Et, and
ne E(l- t) 0 Et W It
Recall that for E = 0 it is no longer appropriate to talk about a
steady-state response [46]. From Equation [IIC-8], the RMS response
is inversely proportional to (t), and from Equation [IIC-9], the
RMS response of an undamped oscillator is proportional to w0t.
Figure [IIC-1] shows E (t) as a function of time for two different
damping levels.
The same oscillator is secondly considered to be subjected
to a broad-band input. The input power spectrum is again denoted
GF(w). The mean square response, from Caughey and Stumpf, is
00
Var[R] = oGF(w)IH(w,t)|2df (IIC-10)
The reasonable assumption is made that the power spectrum of the
input is level as compared to the transfer function of a lightly
damped one degree-of-freedom oscillator around its natural frequency.
Then GF(w) may be evaluated at w = w 0
00
Var[R] = GF (O) {IH(w,t)|2df (IIC-11)
The result, given by Caughey and Stumpf, is
GF(Wo )7 -2w t 2w2E2  t W
Var[R]= _ 1-e 1+ -- U2sin2(t -- sin(2M
(IIC-12)
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which for small damping yields
Var[R] GF (W0) 1 - e 0 (IIC-13]
4w3 '0
As with the narrow-band input, this response variance is set equal
to the steady-state response for an effective time-dependent damping,
des'ignated Cbe(t) for effective broad-band damping.
GF ow ~ -m( GF 0Var[R] = 1 - e =
4o _ 4w b(t)
1 V 2w C
Cbe(t) 
_
Cbe(t) = (IIc-14)
As + 0, (be(t) + 1/(2w 0t).
This result is different from the one found for narrow-band
input. The effective broad-band damping approaches the true damping
at a faster rate than does the effective narrow-band damping. Figure
[IIC-2] shows (b(t) as a function of time for two different damp-be
ing levels.
For the broad-band input, it is seen from Equation [IIC-14]
that the RMS response is inversely proportional to the square root
of damping. Thus, for a forced undamped system subjected to broad-
band excitation, the RMS response is proportional to the square root
I
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of W 0t. The above results are summarized in Table[IIC-1].
For a lightly damped oscillator subjected to a narrow-band
random input, the response may actually experience both types of
growth during its evolution. As discussed in Section IIA, during
the initial stages of growth, the transfer function of the response
is flat. The narrow-band input will then effectively cover
the peak region of the transfer function. The RMS response will
grow in proportion to the growth of the transfer function peak,
which is narrow band growth: the RMS response will initially grow
proportional to time. As the transfer function continues to evolve,
however, it becomes very peaked, and the power spectrum of the input
will effectively cover all of the significant region of the transfer
function. The RMS response will then grow in proportion to the
growth of the area under the transfer function, which is broad-band
growth: now the RMS response will grow proportional to the square
root of time. These considerations are illustrated qualitatively
in Figure [IIC-3].
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CHAPTER III
ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT: TIME-DEPENDENT SPECTRUM
It will be the purpose of this chapter to consider the alter-
nate mathematical definitions of a power spectrum for a nonstation-
ary process. Section IIIA presents the various approaches, Section
IIIB applies these to a physical example, and Section IIIC evaluates
the relative merits of the different definitions.
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Section IIIA Alternate Definitions
For the stationary ergodic case, there is no ambiguity in the
definition of G(w), the mean square spectral density. It can be in-
terpreted as a frequency decomposition of an infinitely long sample
function, and it can be derived as the Fourier tansform of the auto-
correlation function of the process. The transformation involves an
integration over all values of time lag from - o to + o. The spec-
tral density is a non-negative function. It provides a frequency
decomposition of the mean square value, a, of a process. A clear
development of this is given by Davenport and Root [47].
For a nonstationary process, the statistical parameters change
with time. In the stationary case the autocorrelation function
turns out to be a function only of a time lag, T, but in the non-
stationary case it is a function of t, and t2, or of t and T. For a
nonstationary process, R(t1 ,t2 ) may be defined in general as
R(ti,t 2)= E[x(ti)x(t 2)] (IIIA-1)
Analogous to the stationary case, the lag T is defined as ti - t2.
T = ti - t2  (IIIA-2)
ti and t2 may now be defined in terms of a reference time t.
ti = t + aT 0 < a <
t2 = t -(1-a)T 0 < a < 1 (IIIA-3)
Then R(ti,t 2) may be written as
R(tit 2 ) = R[t + aT, t - (1 - a)T] 0 < a < 1 (IIIA-4)
II
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Mark [48] has suggested using a = 1/2. In this case, the non-
stationary autocorrelation function is an even time function of T. To
simplify notation, R[t+aT, t-(1-a)T] will be designated R(t,1T).
Where important, it will be noted whether R(t,T) is a forward (a=l),
backward (a=O), or central (a = 1/2) autocorrelation function.
For the first approach to a nonstationary power spectrum, the
spectrum may be defined by the following Wiener-Khintchine relation:
C 
-1 iWT
G ('t) 0= R(t,T)e dT
R(tT) = Gi(wt)e df (IIIA-5)
where f = w/27
Since the lag, T, takes on all values between + o, Gi(w,t) is depen-
dent on the value of the autocorrelation at all lags and therefore
statistical characteristics of the process at all times. It is
thus somewhat contradictory to label GI(w,t) as an instantaneous
power spectrum. Kouskoulas, Hart, and Hurty [49] have been working
in this area to define a meaningful evolutionary spectrum.
A second approach to a time-dependent spectral density defini-
tion is the proposed extension of the approach used by Caughey and
Stumpf and Barnoski and Maurer [41] utilizing mean square response.
This definition was given in Equation [IIA-2] for step input and
the approach outlined in Section IC.
U'
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Recall by that definition, G(w,t) for step input is
t t
G2(W,t) = GF(W) .f {h(t-u)h(t-v)cos[w(u-v)]dudv (IIIA-6)
Consider the application of this second approach for the more gen-
eral input of the form F(t) = A(t)X(t) where A(t) is a determinis-
tic envelope function and X(t) is a stationary process. Then
RF(u,v) = E[F(u)F(v)] = A(u)A(v)R (u-v) (IIIA-7)
where
R (u-v) = E[X(u)X(v)] (IIIA-8)
R (u-v) may be replaced by its Fourier transform
C*
R (u-v) = o Gx (w)eiWT df (IIIA-9)
This then produces the general result for the second definition of
a time-dependent spectrum
t t
G2 (W,t) = G (W) J fh(t-u)h(t-v)A(u)A(v)cos[w(u-v)]dudv (IIIA-10)
A third approach to define an evolutionary spectrum is based
on a partial Fourier transform to the output covariance. Employ-
ing Equation [IC-1], the covariance of the output is given as
R(tit 2) = cov(tit 2) = E(Y(ti)Y(t2)]
f t t2h(tl-u)h(t2-v)RF(uv)dudv (IIIA-bl)
RF(u,v) may be replaced by Equation [IIIA-7] to yield
I
ti t 2
R(t,1r) =R y(ti,t2)= f.f h(tl-u)h(t2-v)A(u)A(v)Rx(u-v)dudv
(IIIA-12)
For this third approach it is convenient to follow the example set
by Mark [48] and introduce the concept of a time-window function.
It is desired to have a frequency spectrum that gives the relative
importance of various frequencies in a motion at a particular time.
The time-window concept limits consideration to statistical charac-
teristics of the process in a limited time range at any particular
instant. As this range decreases (smaller time-window length) the
spectrum more truly becomes an "instantaneous" picture. The time-
dependent spectrum is now defined as the truncated Fourier trans-
formation of the autocorrelation function. The Fourier integral is
over only a limited time region rather than over all time lags. The
equation for G(w) then becomes
T 
~ .T
G3(W,t) =f R y(tT)e~ WdT (IIIA-13)
-T
where 2T is the window length. The decreasing time-window also has
a countering effect. The nature of a Fourier decomposition limits
the validity of a spectrum to frequencies greater than 27r/2T. This
is clear by viewing the Fourier integral as a limiting process of
the Fourier series. A series analysis is applied to a function that
is assumed to be periodic over a period of time, 2T. The lowest
frequency in the Fourier series, excluding the constant term, has a
frequency of 27r/2T. Normally with a Fourier integral the time lag,
II
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2T, + o, and all frequencies are considered, with the function not
necessarily being periodic in finite time.
It will be instructive at this point to compare the time-
window Fourier transform for a stationary process for several window
lengths, including the infinite length window. The autocorrelation
function of the stationary response of an oscillator to zero-mean
white noise input is [31
The wi
transf
GF - 0 1TI1 1
R (T) = - e cos(wilT|) + L sin(wilT|)y 4 w3  Ii
0
with T = time lag
Gf = (constant) input power spectrum
= the oscillator fraction of critical damping
o = oscillator undamped natural circular frequency
wi = oscillator damped natural circular frequency
(IIIA-14)
ndow output spectrum may be found from the partial Fourier
orm G(w) = R (T) e~ idT (IIIA-15)
ITY
After some tedious algebra, the following result is obtained:
G(w) = G F (W ) L -0 T -- sin(ciT)cos (wT)( 2)2) = 2 0 0 0 -( 02_W2 +4E4, W 0 o 2 o 0iW
Wsin(wT)cos(wjT) oWs in(wiT)sin(wT)
4 2 W 2+W22 + [4 202-3 '2+0 - -
o (3 ~ O 0o 2o oi
0 0
cos (wT)cos (wT) (IIIA-16)
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This equation is plotted in Figures [IIIA-1] to [IIIA-4] for sever-
al different values of T for both one per cent and ten per cent of
critical damping. As T -+ -, the spectrum becomes the usual station-
ary transfer function for a one degree-of-freedom oscillator (see
Appendix A, Equation [A-8]). From the figures it is seen that the
window spectrum experiences significant fluctuations and even takes
on negative values. This latter aspect is especially disconcerting
when attempting to interpret G3(w) as a power spectral density.
Table [IIIA-1] presents results from numerical integration to
obtain the moments of G(w) defined by Equation [111-16]. The table
indicates that except for relatively short window lengths (w0T<2/E)
the first three moments and Vanmarcke's spectral density shape fac-
tor are quite close to their respective values for a complete Four-
ier transform (T = -). By Vanmarcke's theory, it is only through
the first three moments that the power spectrum influences first
passage considerations.
A fourth spectrum definition is also based on a truncated
Fourier transform involving the autocorrelation function. The auto-
correlation function of the output was given in Equation [IIIA-ll]
as ti t 2
R(t1,t2 ) = h(ti-u)h(t 2-v) RF(uv) dudv (IIIA-17)
Using Equation [IIIA-7] and Equation [IIIA-9], RF(u,v) may be re-
placed by
SRF (u,v) = A(u) A(v) G x()eiw(u-v) df (IIIA-18)
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damping moment time window
5oot lOwot 25wot 50wot 100wot 1000coot
1% Ao 78.4 77.6 78.4 78.6 78.6 76.6
1% A1  77.9 74.0 77.0 78.1 78.2 76.1
1% A2  66.3 54.9 71.6 78.4 79.4 76.4
1% q 0 0 0 .10 .14 .10
10% A0  7.9 7.8 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.9
10% 1  7.4 7.2 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4
10% A2  7.0 6.6 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.7
10% q .07 .08 .30 .31 .31 .31
- ----
Then Equation [IIIA-17] becomes
ti t2
R(tigt 2)= f h(ti-u)h(t 2-v)A(u)A(v) oG( )e iw(u-v) dfdudv
(IIIA-19)
The following substitutions are made:
ti = t + a
t2 = t - (1-a)T
O < a < 1
0 < a < 1 (IIIA-20)
A change of variables is now introduced.
s = u - aT
r = v + (1-a)T (IIIA-21)
With this substitution, Equation [IIIA-19] becomes
R(tit 2 )= ft ft
-a (
A(s+aT)A(r-(1-a)T)h(t-s)h(t-r)
1-a)T
G F(W)iw(s-r+T) dfdsdr (IIIA-22)
Changing the order of integration (permissible since the integrals
are convergent) yields
eiw(s-r+T) GF t t A(s+aT)
J-aT)((1-a) T
A(r-(1-a)T)h(t-s)h(t-r)dsdrdf
The exponential term may be factored to yield
t t
-aTJ (1-a)T
A(s+aT)A(r-(1-a)T)
h(t-s)h(t-r)eiw(s-r) dsdrdf
R(ti ,t2)=
R(ti 9t2) = e oT G F() 
(IIIA-23)
(IIIA-24)
The third approach to an evolutionary spectrum defined a time-
window spectrum from Equation [IIIA-13].
T.
G3 (Wt) = {R (t,T)e~IWTdT (IIIA-25)
This is the first Wiener-Khintchine relation for a time-window
analysis of the problem. The fourth approach to an evolutionary
spectrum is based on satisfying the second Wiener-Khintchine rela-
tion:
R(tT) = {G 4(ot) e "i df (IIIA-26)
For a frequency window analysis consistent with the time-window,
only frequencies greater than 1/2T should be used, where 2T is the
window length in the time domain. The lower limit of zero will be
left on the frequency integral with the understanding thatG 4(wt)
is only valid for w > 27r/2T. Equation [IIIA-24] is seen to satisfy
the second Wiener-Khintchine relatton(Equation [IIIA-5]) if G4(W,t)
is defined by
G4(W,t) = GF(w) A(s+aT)A(r-(1-a)T)h(t-s)h(t-r)el -r)dsdr
-tar (1-a)T
(IIIA-27)
Note that this G4(W,t) is, in general, different from that obtained
from satisfying Equation [IIIA-25] unless the window length is infin-
ite. As long as t is large and the window length is fairly small,
time lags, T, are small with respect to t, and the lower limits on
the integrals may be set equal to zero without significant error.
II
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Then
G4(W,t) = GF(){ A(s+aT)A(r-(1-a)T)h(t-s)h(t-r)elo(s-r)dsdr
0 0
(IIIA-28)
Similarly, A(s+aT) and A(r-(1-a)T) may be approximated by A(s) and
A(r) respectively if the statistical properties of the input are
slowly varying or for regions more than T away from abrupt
changes in A(t). Then
G4(W,t) = GF(w) f { A(s)A(r)h(t-s)h(t-r)eiw(s-r)dsdr (IIIA-29)
o o
For the Caughey and Stumpf case of step excitation, A(s) = A(r) = 1
for s and r > 0. Then
G4(W,t) = GF (w)t t h(t-s)h(t-r)eiw(s-r)dsdr (IIIA-30)
0 o
Since the spectrum of a real process is real and even, e iw(s-r) may
be replaced by cos[w(s-r)]. Then
G4(W,t) = GF(W) { { h(t-s)h(t-r)cos[w(s-r)]dsdr (IIIA-31)
Comparison of Equation [IIIA-31] with Equation [IIIA-10]
shows that the two definitions of a time-dependent spectrum are
equivalent. Thus the spectrum based on Caughey and Stumpf is approx-
imately the same, for a slowly varying input and time-window small
with respect to t, as the window spectrum determined by using Mark's
concept of a time-window function and the second Wiener-Khintchine
relation.
A fifth definition of a time-dependent spectrum follows from
Priestley [50] and Hammond [51]. For a stationary process, the
change from the time domain to the frequency domain is made by a
Fourier transform.
00
x(t) = 0eit dX(w) (IIIA-32)
where the dX are orthogonal random increments. For a nonstationary
process, the Fourier transformation will not produce a result with
orthogonal increments, and therefore cannot be interpreted as the
energy decomposition over frequency. Priestley defines an "oscilla-
tory" function, A(t,w), such that the orthogonal transformation may
be made
x(t) = { A(t,w)eiWt dZ(o) (IIIA-33)
where the dZ() are orthogonal increments. If A(t,w)varies slowly
as a function of t, then A(t,w)eiot retains the significance of ampli-
tude modulated sine and cosine waves of frequency w. The special type
of evolutionary case considered by Caughey and Stumpf consists of
stationary input (for all t > 0) and nonstationary output. If x is
defined as the input, and y the output, the equation of motion for a
one degree-of-freedom oscillator is
x(t) = y + 22ooy +w y (IIIA-34)
where each dot above a variable represents one differentiation with
respect to time. The transformation relations for x and y are
xO
x~t fCOA(t,w)e itdX(w) IA-5
(IIIA-36)y(t) = B(t,w)eiot dY(w)
00o
Substitution of these transformations into the equation of motion
yields
A(t,o)eiOt dXw J (tw)+ 26(t,w)[iw+ w ] +
fC f f"
B(t,w)[W2_W 2 + 2igww ] eiwt dY(w)0 0 (IIIA-37)
The term in the wavy brackets is defined as D(t,w). Then
A(t,w)eiot dX(w) = f D(t,w)e it dY(O).
-00
(IIIA-38)
-00
Equating the power in the two expressions at each frequency yields
(IIIA-39)
For the general case of nonstationary response to nonstation-
ary excitation, Priestley assumes D(t,w) and A(t,w) vary with time
in the same manner. This seems to restrict the solution to slowly
varying input, but according to Priestley is taken only for mathe-
matical convenience and does not have to be assumed. The power
spectrum of the input is
Gx (t,w) = |A(t,w)|2G(W) (IIIA-40)
and of the output,
G5(t,w) = IB(t,w)12Gy (w) (IIIA-41)
where G (o) and G () would be the spectra of the input and output
A (t ,w)|12 [dX (w) |2= |D(t,w) 12 |dY(o)|12
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respectively of the associated stationary processes (A(t,w) = B(t,w)
= 1). For the time-dependent response to step input, Hammond deter-
mines a solution from the requirement that G(t,w) + 1 for long time.
The right side of Equation [IIIA-37] contains a differential expres-
sion for B(t,w). This may be solved for B(t,w) by setting up a dif-
ferential equation for B(t,w) that yields B(t,w) -+ 1 as t + a>. This
equation is
B + 2B(iw+Cw ) + B(o -02+2igww) = (0- 2+2igw0w). (IIIA-42)
The solution of this equation yields
|B(tw)|2= 1+e 0 ct1 + 2Cw:0 sin(wit)cos(wit) +Wl
o sin2(i)
LO1
-eg o t
2e 0 cos(ot)cos(wit)
-2e _ J cos(wt)sin(wit) -
2w Et
W- e sin(wt)sin(wt)}
(IIIA-43)
The output power spectrum is
G5(t,W) = IB(t,w)1 2 Gy (o) (IIIA-44)
The stationary spectra are related by
Gy (w) = IH(w)1 2 G (W) (IIIA-45)
Then
Gs(t,w) = IB(t,w)| 2JH(w)1 2 G (i) (IIIA-46)
where H(w) is the stationary transfer function (Equation [A-8]).
The time-dependent power spectrum is then
G () -2o t~ 2
G5 (t,W) = X + e 1 + 0 sin(it)cos(oit) +
(W2 W 2 )2 +4 42 { [ in0 0
W -1 sin2(WIt) - 2e'
2e E cos(wt)cos(wot)- 2- e
W1
0 cos(wt)sin(o t) -
Wi
-ELo t
Ssin(ot)sin(oit)}(IIIA-47)
This definition of a time-dependent spectrum is exactly the same as
G2(w,t) (Equation [IIIA-6]), the spectrum derived from an extension
of Caughey and Stumpf.
.W
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Section IIIB A Physical Example
Several definitions of an evolutionary power spectrum, includ-
ing some from the previous section, will be illustrated in this sec-
tion for a sample case. The example chosen is a lightly damped
one degree-of-freedom oscillator that has been experiencing station-
ary response to a zero-mean white noise input for all t > --o At
t = to, the forcing function is removed and the oscillator is al-
lowed to experience free vibration for all t > to. This behavior
is shown in Figure [IIIB-1]. Attention is focused on the behavior
of the evolutionary power spectrum in the neighborhood around to.
Three different definitions of the evolutionary power spectrum
are examined. First, one based on a purely intuitive idea of the
spectrum as a representation of the instantaneous frequency content
of the motion. Second, one based on Caughey and Stumpf's work. And
third, one based on a time-window function to define a spectrum as
a partial Fourier transform of the actual autocorrelation function
of the motion.
Intuitive Spectrum
For the"intuitive spectrum"the motion is treated as if it
existed with the same statistical parameters for all past and future
time. For the example being considered in this section, two regions
must be defined. For the first region, a stationary analysis of the
random motion is performed, and the resulting spectrum is taken
ry(t)
Oscillator Response
Figure IIIB-1
to apply for all t < to. The stationary autocorrelation function
of the response to zero-mean white noise input is given by Crandall
and Mark [4] as
GF(W) 
-1L+0ITR (T) = E e cos(JTj) + -- sin(w 1iTf)) (IIIB-1)
0
where
GF = power spectrum of the (stationary) forcing function
= per cent of critical damping for the oscillator
o = natural undamped circular frequency of the oscillator
o1 = natural damped circular frequency of the oscillator
T = time lag
The response power spectrum, obtained by a Fourier transformation,
is also given there as
G() = )t < t (IIIB-2)
(I - W2) 2 + 422 -
0 0
For the second region, t > t0 , the"intuitive spectrum"is a dirac
delta at w = w, multiplied by a decaying exponential. The equation
is G(w,t) = GF(W0 )7r e 2w0 (t-t0) t > t (IIIB-3)
0
This equation represents pure sinusoidal motion, decaying with
time. The factor of 2 in the exponential causes the RMS response
(the square root of the area under the power spectrum) to decay as
exp [-w0 (t-t0)], which is consistent with deterministic theory.
II
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This intuitive result cannot be found from any sort of station-
ary analysis since the damping prevents the free vibration from
being stationary. At t = to, the total power in the two spectra
are equal.
Caughey and Stumpf Spectrum
For the Caughey and Stumpf type spectrum, Equation [IIIA-10],
the region t < to gives the same result as the intuitive spectrum,
since their result is asymptotically stationary. For t > to, the
spectrum is based on a further extension of the Caughey and Stumpf
approach for time-limited step input. The theoretical development
of this is given in Appendix D. The following result is a special
case of the expression derived there:
-2w 0(t-t ) r
G(w,t) Fo 2w + 2w2 + 2E 2 +
4W2[(W 2W2)2 + (2(woW)2 L 0
sin2(W 1t) - cos2(Wit) 4 wowi sin(2w t0 ) -
2 (W-W 2 )cos (2w t ) + 2W 2 cos(2wm t0) +
sin(2w t) 4 ww cos(2w t ) + 2[(Wo-W 2 ) _
E2W2 I sin(2W t0) (IIIB-4)
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Time-Window Spectrum
For the time-window spectrum, four regions must be handled
separately. A window is defined to span from t - T to t + T for
each value of time t. The window length is then 2T. For the first
region, t and t + T are both less than to. This is shown in Figure
[IIIB-2(a)]. The autocorrelation function, R, of the response in
this region is then given by Equation [IIIB-1]. The spectrum is
given by a truncated Fourier transform over the time-window.
T -ioWr
Gi(w) = R yy(T) e dT (IIIB-5)
-T
This result is given in Equation [IIIA-16],.
For the second region, t < to, but t + T > to. This is shown
in Figure [IIIB-2(b)]. In this region, two different expressions
must be used for the autocorrelation function, depending on whether
or not t + T is greater than or less than t For t + T to, the00
autocorrelation function is the same as that for the first region.
At time = to, the response becomes free damped sinusoidal motion
with initial conditions y = y(t ) and yo = y(t ), where these val-
ues are a result of the forced response up to time = t0  Therefore,
the motion for time > t0 is given as
-W 0 &(t+T-t j( )y(t) = e y(t)cos[W (t+T-t0 )] + - sin[wo(t+T-t )]
(IIIB-6)
-1
Time Window Spectrum Regions
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The autocorre
is
R (tt+T)
and
lation for times t and t + T when t < to and t + T> to
= E[y(t)y(t+T)]
= E e{ 0(t+-t ) y(t)y(to)cos[WI(t+T-to)] +
y(t)y(t)
S{Ryy(to)sin[w I(t+T-t)
=R YY(t0- t)cos[o (t+T-t )] +
Rly (t0- t) Wsin[os(t+T-t )] e o5tT-o 
~
(IIIB-7)
(IIIB-8)R .(t -t) = R (t -t)
Then
R (t,t+T) = e _0E(t+T-ty) R 0(t0-T)cos[l(t+1-t
R (t -t) W sin[wi(t+T-t )]
+
(IIIB-9)
The window spectrum for this second region is again the re-
sult of taking the truncated Fourier transform of the autocorrela-
tion function. The transform integral must now be divided into two
integrals, each using the autocorrelation function appropriate to
that zone. The first integral contains both positive and negative
values of T while the second integral contains only positive values.
G2(Wt) { R Y(1) e iwdT + R2yy (t,t+T)e~ i dT (IIIB-10)
t -t
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Because of the unsymmetric limits on the integrals G2 (Wt) is
no longer real. The resulting expression for G2 (,t) in the second
region is
G2(,t) = (w 0)
0
CEC(w 1 ,Ew oa,-T,0) + CEC(wo,-Ewow,0,to-T,0) -
SEC(wo,Ewow,-T ,0) - SEC(w,-w 0,W,0,9t0 -t)]
+ sin[ow
wi
CEC(w 1,-w0 ,w,t -t,T) - sin[w1 (t-t )]
SEC(w w ,-og~ot 0- tT)
[wi (t0-t)]+ - sinwi [W (t0-t)]cos[w 1(t-t0)]
fsin[wi(t-to)] CEC(w,- w ow, t -t,T) + cos[w(t 0-t)]
SEC(o,- owto -tT) - iCES(w 1 ,Ew0 ,,-T,0) -
iCES(w,,- wo09W9o, 0-t)
+ Wi
+ i w SES(w1 , Ww ,w-T,0) -
i - - SES(w ,-w ,W,0,t -t) + i cos[o (t -t) +
11
sin[w1 (to-t)] )cos[Wi(t-t0)] CES(wi,- wow,t0 -t,T) -
sin[ow(t-t0 )] SES (W1 ,-w 0 ,w,t0-tT) +
(cos[o (t -t)]+
W 0 sin[w 1(t-t)] sin[w (t-t0 )] CES(w,- w 0,w,t0-t,T) +
cos[w(t-t 0 )] SES(ol,-Co O,t0-t ,T)
Ew,
+0
wi
cos
II
(IIIB-11)
Icos[o (t 0-t)] (t0-t0) cos[Wi(t-t 0)]
+ [w sin[wl(to-t)]-o
i1 sin[orL (t-t)] -o cos[o (to-t)] +
where
CEC (a, b, c, d, e) =
SEC (a, b, c, d, e) =
cos(ax)cos(cx)dv
e bx l(a-c)sin[(a-c)x]+ b cos[(a-c)x]
2[b 2 + (a-c) 2]
ebx (a+c)sin[(a+c)xl + b cos[(a+c)x]]
2[b 2+ (a+c)2]
eX (IIIB-12)
e bx sin(ax)cos(cx)dx
= CES (c, b, a, d, e)
_ ebx [b sin[(a-c)x] - (a-c)cos[(a-c)x]
2[b 2 + (a-c) 2]
4 ebx I sin[(a+c)x] - (a+c)cos[(a+c)v]
2[bl+ (a+c) 2]
(IIIB-13)
SES (a, b, c, d, e) = e x sin(ax)sin(cx)dx
ebx fa-c)sin[(a-c)x] + b cos[(a-c)xj
2[b 2 + (a-c)2]
bxF
e. (a+c)sin[(a+c)x] + b cos[(a+c)xl
2[b 2 + (a+c) 2]
(IIIB-14)
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For the third region, t > t, but t - T < t.
Figure [IIIB-2(c)]. Again, two expressions for the autocorrelation
must be used, depending on the value of T. The integral expression
for G3(W,t) is again Equation [IIIB-10]. In this region, the second
integral contains only negative values. The expression for G3(Wt)
GF (W0)
[cos2[ 1 (t-t )] CEC(w,Cwow,-T,t0-t) -
T,t0 -t) + cos[w 1(to-t)]sin[o1 (to-t)]
{SEC(wo ,cww,-T,t0-t)- iSES(wi,Cw0 ,-Tto-t) +
cos[W (t-tO)]sin[w1 (to-t)] W, {CEC(wlw 0 ,,-T,t0 -t) -
iCES(w1, ooW-Tt 0-t) - cos 2[w(t-t0 )
{ SEC(w ,Ewo,-T,t0-t)
-1 sin[w,
0
- iSES(w1 ,w ,ow, -Tst0-t)
(t-t0)]cos[W (t0-t)]
iCES (w1, o0,,-T,t0-t 0
CEC(W1,W oo,-T,t -t) -
- sin 2 [w (t-to)]
0
(SEC(w , ,, -T,t0-t) - iSES(w,Cwo90 o-Tt-t) -
sin 2 [W 1(t-t0 )] { CEC(w 1 o ,Cw,,-T,t0-t) -
- 0 sin[w1 (t-t )]cos
W10
[1W (t0 -t)]
(SEC(w ,W ,oW,-T,t -t) - iSES(wjow0w-T,t0-t)
G3(Wt) =
]W
W
This is shown in
iCES(wj, woo9o,
i CES (wi, w o,-Tt , - t)
sin2[w 1(t-t0 )] CEC(wi,Ew 0,w,-T,t0 -t) - iCES(w,Co ,O,-TtO-t) -
sin[w(t-tO)]cos[w1 (t0-t)]
iSES(w ,wo§LoW,-
{ CEC(w{SEC(w1
{ CEC(w,
T9t0-t)
SEC(wi,Ewow,-T,t0-t)
- E sin[w 1(t-tO)]cos[w (to-t)]
- iCES(w1 ,woq,-Tto-t) }+sin2[WI(t-t )]
- iSES(wo,Ew OWo,-Tsto-t) + e-2wot
,-WoJw,to-t,T) + iCES(wo ,-w JW,to-tT) (IIIB-15)
For the fourth region, t > to and t - T > to, as shown in Fig-
ure [IIIB-2(d)]. In this case, the response of decaying sinusoidal
nature. y(t) is then given as
y(t) = e (y0cos(w 1t)
yo
+ O sin(wit)) (IIIB-16)
The autocorrelation function is
R (t,t+T) = E[y(t)y(t+T)] (IIIB-17)
and its truncated Fourier transform is
G4(wt) -2w 
0Et
=-e R (tt+T)e
T 4Y
= F(WO) e2w0 t DEC(wi,-w C,w,-T,T) +
i S,0, T
(IIIB-18)
II
1
w
0
w 0
,CEw 0 ,-T,t0-t 0
,'Co~o,-Tt 0-t 0
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Note that G4(W,t) is complex, because the damping destroys the sym-
metry of R(t,t+T) with respect to T.
In order to compare the three definitions of a power spectrum,
a specific set of parameters is evaluated. A window length of
2T = 20/w0 is chosen, where o represents the oscillator's un-
damped natural frequency of o radians per second. The difference
between damped and undamped natural frequency is ignored (w WO).0
The damping level chosen is ( = 0.1 (ten per cent). The results-are
plotted in Figure [IIIB-3].
The interpretation of the spectrum as a power decomposition
over frequency leads one to the conclusion that in the case of a
complex spectrum, the magnitude of the total quantity (not just the
real part) should be most consistent with physical intuition. Both
the real and imaginary parts have ._een calculated for spectra that
are complex. The imaginary parts -roved to be small compared to
the real parts. In Figure [IIIB-3] only the real parts are plotted.
The curves show significant differences among the three defi-
nitions. The intuitive approach differs from the others because of
the instantaneous change to a delta function at t = to. The time-
window spectrum differs from the intuitive spectrum in two areas.
Firstly, the peak of the window spectrum is not as high. This was
seen in Figures [IIIA-1] to [IIIA-4]. An increased damping level or
longer time window would improve the agreement. Secondly, the tire-
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window spectrum seems somewhat erratic for times within the second
and third regions, although it is all right at the ends of these
regions. It is within these regions that the long algebraic ex-
pressions of Equation [IIIB-11] and Equation [IIIB-15] do not sim-
plify. This latter effect may be due to an undiscovered error in
these equations.
M M = = = M M M
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Section IIIC Relative Advantages of Various
Power Spectrum Definitions
Since there is no unique definition of the power spectrum
for a nonstationary process, one must be aware that the use of any
one approach may be in conflict with other equally reasonable anal-
yses. It is the desire here to keep the results computationally
simple and to maintain a clear physical interpretation.
The traditional approach of a double Fourier transform (see
Crandall [3]) is mathematically exact. However, the algebra be-
comes complicated, and physical significance of the power spectrum
is not clear since the spectrum is a function of two frequency var-
iables. The double transform spectrum is found from the time-
dependent autocorrelation function as
00 CO
-io ( t I +t 2)G( =, {R(t 1,t 2)e dtidt 2  (IIIC-l)
-00 -00
The approach of Priestley and Hammond attempts to maintain
the physical significance associated with a time-dependent spec-
trum. In the case of a process with slowly varying statistical
parameters, the transform they use retains the concept of a decom-
position of a sample function into sines and cosines. The loss of
this concept in the general case is not necessarily a weakness of
their approach. It may not be reasonable to think in terms of
sines and cosines for a process with rapidly varying statistical
characteristics. The mathematics invoked by Priestley and Hammond,
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however, becomes very lengthy in all but the simplest cases, and
the concept of a transformation with an "oscillatory" function is
unfamiliar to most engineers. Clearly there is much potential in
their investigations, and it is hoped that future investigators con-
tinue to develop applications of their theory.
The use of a window function to perform spectral decomposi-
tion in a limited region surrounding the time of interest (see Mark
[48])leads,after smoothing,to a spectrum with immediate physical
significance. The procedure can never be considered "exact." A
large time-window yields a more complete spectral analysis, while
a shorter time-window allows less dependence on motion remote from
the instant of interest, and the computed spectrum then changes
less sluggishly to changes in the statistical parameters. Mark dis-
cusses the physical interpretation and measurement implications of
the use of window functions.
The window approach seems to be especially well suited to os-
cillators subjected to excitation with fairly smooth continuous
modulating functions.
Mark [48] calculates spectra based on the window approach (his
"physical spectrum") and also by Fourier transform of the auto-
correlation function (his "instantaneous spectrum"). For the latter
he uses a central autocorrelation function. That is, the nonsta-
tionary autocorrelation function for a zero-mean process is
II
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R(tT) = E[x(t+ T)x(t- IT)] (IIIC-2)
When a Fourier transformation is applied to this function,
the resulting power spectrum is not positive definite, and it ex-
hibits what appears to be spurious behavior. Following Cramer and
Leadbetter [18], it is straightforward to show that the transform of
an autocorrelation function should be non-negative. Let R(tj tk) be
the autocorrelation function of a zero-mean random process. Then
R(t ,t) = E[x(t )x(tk)] (IIIC-3)
where x(tk) is the complex conjugate of x(tk) , and is simply equal
to x(tk) for a real process. A transformation, such as a Fourier
transformation, may be expressed as a summation over orthogonal in-
crements, designated z and z
n n n n
R(T,t Z E[ )x(tk
J=1 k1 =1 k) Z k k= 1E xt
n n
x(t ) xt -) Z ( (IIIC-4)
j=1 k=1
Because the increments are orthogonal, this becomes
E I |x(t )Zj| (IIIC-5)
a=1
which is non-negative. Cramer and Leadbetter note,"This [non-
negative behavior] is ... a characteristic property of the class of
all covariance functions." [18]. The above kind of transformation
yields a double frequency spectrum. It is desirable, however, to
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have the same characteristic for a time-frequency spectrum in order
to retain physical interpretation as a mean square spectral density.
The problem in deriving a spectrum from a central autocorre-
lation function can be seen in a different way by recalling that
R(ti,t 2) = E[x(t1 )x(t2)] (IIIC-6)
A central autocorrelation, with t= 4+t) and T=ti-t2 is then2 2 n ~lt ste
R(t,T) = E[x(t- x(t+l)] (IIIC-7)
Clearly, the two times t-- and t+.! are not independent in a trans-
formation with respect to the variable T. A Fourier transform with
respect to T of a central autocorrelation function does not then re-
sult in orthogonal increments. The physical significance of the
transformation as a power spectrum is then questionable.
Bendat and Piersol also note that R(t,T) "is not a conven-
tional correlation function." [52]. They caution that the Fourier
transform of R(t,T) gives an instantaneous spectrum, "which should
not be confused with the physically meaningful time-varying power
spectrum." [52]
Despite these theoretical problems, Mark [48] shows that the
instantaneous spectrum achieved by transforming the central auto-
correlation is very nearly equivalent to the spectrum G3(w,t)
achieved by using the time-window function (Equation [IIIA-13])
when the latter is appropriately smoothed.
I
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The physical spectrum (G,(w,t)) found by using a time-window
function so that the Fourier transform of G(w,t) yields the auto-
correlation function seems physically reasonable. It was shown ear-
lier that for slowly varying input and a small time-window, this
spectrum is approximately the same as the spectrum obtained by the
extension of the Caughey and Stumpf principle (Equation [IIIA-10]).
Furthermore, the calculations involved in determining the latter in-
volve only simple algebra, although somewhat tedious. The result-
ing expressions, when specialized to small damping levels, are
fairly compact.
For these reasons, it has been decided to use the spectrum
based on Caughey and Stumpf for all first passage computations in
this work. The behavior of this spectrum when an input ceases
should be noted. After an excitation is removed, an oscillator ex-
periences free vibration. The Caughey and Stumpf approach produces
a continuous spectrum that decays as exp[-2w gt]. As was seen in0
the previous section, the intuitive spectrum is a delta function
at w = wi decaying at the same rate as the Caughey and Stumpf spec-
trum.
It is clear that if the process is a decaying sinusoid, it
will either fail in the first half cycle or not at all, since no-
thing is random about the process once the amplitude and phase at
to are known. Thus, if an oscillator is excited by a random force
that suddenly ceases, the oscillator, given that it has not failed
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up to the time of input cessation, will either first cross a given
barrier in the next half cycle or not at all. Whether or not this
crossing occurs depends on the magnitude of the oscillator displace-
ment and velocity when the input stops. If these are independent
Gaussian variables, the energy in the process is Rayleigh distri-
buted. Barrier exceedance in the next half cycle is a function only
of this energy. Neglecting damping, the probability of exceedance is
then Rayleigh, but conditioned on the fact that the energy has not
been sufficient to cause a crossing of the barrier during the his-
tory of the motion.
The probability of no barrier exceedance associated with the
intuitive spectrum will thus be constant after the next half cycle
of motion, while that associated with the Caughey and Stumpf-based
spectrum will level off exponentially. For lighter damped systems,
the levelling off will be slower. These results are shown quali-
tatively in Figure [IIIC-1]. For random vibrations analysis in
earthquake engineering this discrepancy is less serious because the
excitation does not stop abruptly, but rather decays smoothly.
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Figure -IIIC-1
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CHAPTER IV
RESPONSE TO STEP INPUT
Section IVA Time-Dependent Spectral Moments
This chapter will consider the time-dependent moments of the
evolutionary power spectrum defined in Equation [IVA-3] and moti-
vated by the work of Caughey and Stumpf. This is the power spec-
trum of the response to a suddenly applied, quasi-stationary random
input; this will be called a step input here.
The stationary moments were defined in Equations [IB-11],
[IB-12], and [IB-13] in terms of the stationary power spectrum.
Their importance in first passage computations was also developed
in that section.
The analysis by Caughey and Stumpf resulted in an expression
for the RMS response of a linear oscillator subjected to an approxi-
mately white noise step input. Their expression was given in Equa-
tion [IC-6] as
oo t t
Var{y(t)} =f GF(W) f h(t-T)h(t-T')cos(w(T-T'))dfdTdT' (IVA-1)
0 00
For a zero-mean process, the variance is equal to the mean square
response, which is the area under the power spectral density curve.
The variance is, therefore, the "zeroth moment" of the power spec-
trum, X . The derivation of G(w,t) was summarized in Section IIIA.
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G(w,t) was defined there as
t t
G(w,t) = GF(W) { f h(t-T)h(t-T')cos(W(T-T'))dTdT'
0 0 (IVA-2)
For a one degree-of-freedom oscillator, this expression becomes
GF o -2wo Et 2w E
G(w,t) = F(w) + e t1+ sin(wit)cos(wit)
(W2 .W2)2 + (2ww ()2 Wi
0 o
- e 0 E 2cos(wit) + sin(w t) cos(t) - eo2w
W Wi
(W)2- 2 + W2
sin(wot)sin(wt) + sin 2(W t)J (IVA-3)
1
where = oscillator natural undamped frequency
w = oscillator natural damped frequency
E = oscillator fraction of critical danping
thThe time-dependent zero moment of the power spectrum, desig-
nated X (t),is obtained by performing the following integration:0
CO
XO(t) = G(w,t) df (IVA-4)
0
The integration has been carried out by Caughey and Stumpf for white
noise input using contour integration. This method is permissible
because the integrand meets two requirements. The first is that
the integrand is even. This is necessary since contour integration
yields the result for limits of -co and +o For an even integrand,
the integral from 0 to co is one-half the integral from -Co to +oo,
I
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but for an odd integrand, the integral from -- to +w is zero. The
second requirement is that the integration is convergent over the
limits -- and +w.
The result is
GF(W ) 2Et 2 W 
(t) = 0 1-e20 Ml+ -p-0 sin 2 (wt)+ 2 sin(2wit)
8w3 0 1 1
(IVA-b)
This result, which is exact for white noise input, may also be
used when the power spectrum of the input, GF(w), is slowly varying
in the region w = w0 as compared to the transfer function. Note
that for true white noise input, GF wo) = Gf, independent of w.
The second time-dependent momentX 2 (t), is defined as
00
x2 (t) = { 2G(w,t) df (IVA-6)
0
In expanded form, this becomes
GF(w) 
-2w Ct 2w W2
x2(t) =0 2+e 0 2+ 0
2( _02) +(2ww) 2
W E t 2
sin(wt)cos(w t) -e 2W2cos(wit) + w sin(I t)
o Ct 30~ 2w3
cos(wt) -e -sin(w t)sin(wt) +
W2 W2 2 ww + W4
2 sin 2 (W t) , df (IVA-7)
An interesting problem now arises. Previously, this second moment
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has been calculated for steady-state conditions only. This moment
can be found from the above expression by setting t = o, and then
carrying out the indicated integration. In this case, no conver-
gence problems arise. However, if it is attempted to carry out the
integration first for arbitrary tthe integration does not converge,
The cause is certain terms in G(w,t) that do not decay with w fas-
ter than l/wi. These terms decay exponentially with time, t. This
lack of convergence is not observed in simulation studies because
the input spectral density, Gf(w), goes to zero for large w. True
white noise input (constant for 0 < w < w) would require infinite
power, something that cannot be produced in the laboratory or in
real situations.
In order to avoid this lack of convergence, two approaches
can be taken. The first is to carry out the integration with an
upper limit of w w (f = f u = 2w u). Then, in the resulting ex-
pression, one can look at the effect of various values of w The
u
integration for an upper limit, other than o, however, is not
straightforward. The second approach, and the one adopted here, is
to separate out the terms that do not converge and perform two
separate integrations.
CO fu
(t) = (convergent terms)df + (divergent terms)df
0 0 (IVA-8)
The result can be evaluated for various values of wu. The value
for any finite w by this second approach is not exactly the same
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as that of the first approach, because the convergent terms have
been integrated up to wu = - here.
The integrand for A 2(t), Equation [IVA-7], indicates that the
contribution to X2 (t) from frequencies much larger than w is not
significant, except for the last term. This last term is
00
GF (W sin 2 (Wit) df (IVA-9)
0 (o - W2)2 + (2wwj)2  o2
0 0 1
The simplest approach is to split this term into two terms. This
is accomplished as follows:
G f(Wo)W 4 sin 2 (WIt)e 0
W 2[(W2W2) 2+ (2ww)2]
GF (W o)sin 2(W It) e
W -2W2W2+W4+4W2W 20 0 0
-2w0 Et
1
G f(w 0)sin 2(wlt)e--w0
W4-( 2 2 -4W 2 2 )W2+W4+(2W -4w 2 2 )W2_W40 0 0- 0 0 0
W -(2w -4w 2')W2 +W4
Gf(w)sin 2(wOt)e-2w t
4
-(2w2-4W 2 2)W2+W4
(2W2 -4w 2c2 )W2 -o f n t
W -(2W2 -4W2C2)W2+U
f(oo)si n 2 (WItOe - 2w0 
t
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(2w -4 2 2)W2-W4  1 G (Wo)sin2 (W t)e 2w0 t
W4-(22-4W2 2 )W2+w4  o20 1 0
(IVA-10)
Thus the two terms are
G f(Wo)W 4sin 2 (wot)e-2NU G f(W0)sin 2 (WOt)e-2w t
W [(W2-W2 ) 2+(2ww E)2] 21 0 01
-2w Et
(2w -4w2(2)w2 _w4  G (Wo)sin 2 (wlt)e- t
+ 0 0 0 _____f____0_
W -_(2W2 -4W2E2)W2+.4 W 2
(IVA-ll)
The second term can be included in the convergent integral. X2 (t)
is then the sum of a convergent integral and a term which diverges
for pure white noise input. All terms in the convergent integral
are even, so the method of contour integration may be used. The
result of this integration for the convergent part of X2(t) is
Gf(W) -2w Et 2W2 2  W
X2(t) = 8E 0  -e 0 .f- sin 2 (Wit)+ - sin(2w t)
convergent L _ 1i
(IVA-12)
where, as for X (t), Gf (o )= Gf if the input is true white noise.
The rather surprising result is that except for the sign of
the E2 term, X2(t) is simply W2X (t). It is interesting to note0 0
that in the case of deterministic sinusoidal input, the stationary
output consists simply of motion at w=w , and then X2 (t)=W2X (t).
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The divergent last term is independent of w, so its integral
is simply
2 (t)
divergent
f
= 
u
0
-2w 0 t
Gf(o0)sin 2(wst)e (IVA-13)
This term grows linearly with wu, the upper cut-off frequency. For
band-limited input that does not have a flat power spectrum, this
becomes
2(t)
divergent
sin2 (wt) -2w t f u
0
sin 2 (W1t) -2w 0t
e
W21i
GF(W) df
Xof (IVA-14)
where Xef = zeroth moment of power spectrum of forcing process
= area under the input power spectrum.
The total expression for X2 (t) for broad-band input is then
2(t) = 8(w 0 - e
0 {l 0 sin 2(W t)+ si n(2w t) +
sin 2 (W t)
e
For small damping ( < 10% of critical) this moment becomes
2
sin2(wit) 
--2w 0t
X 2(t) ~~ 0 e (IVA-16)
-2w 0 t
X of (IVA-15)
Gf(oo)sin2(wit)e
Xg o
V
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The first moment, X1(t),is defined as
00
X1 M { wG(w,t) df
0
00 wGf (W)
J (W W2 )2 +(2 0)2
o t 0
- e 0 2cos~w t) + -
-2w0Et
1 + e
1+ sin(wit)cos(wt)
Wi
cos(wt) - e 0  2w
W1
(W ()2 w2+ W2
sin(wit)sin(wt) + 0 1 sin 2 (W t).-
2 lii
(IVA-l7)
As with X2 (t), there is a convergence problem with the last term
in XA(t). This last term is
Gf(W)
(W2-W2)2+ (2ww )2 20 01
sin 2 (W 1t)df (IVA-18)
This may be expanded to
f
u sin 2( Wt) 
-W0Et Gf(W)
W e df+0 1i
0(2W2 - 4o 2)W2-o0 0
w[w'-(2w -4w 2 2)W2+W4]
G f(w)sin 2 (W t) e-2w 0 t
IVA-19)
In addition to the problem with divergence as fu -+ o, both
integrals in Equation [IVA-19] diverge for the lower limit of w= 0.
NNW
-3
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The two divergent parts cancel, however, and the sum is convergent with
respect to this lower limit. For convenience, the lower limit of
W = W will be used in Equation [IVA-19]. In this case, the only
divergence in X (t) is with respect to the upper limit of w. The
divergent part, for (band-limited) white noise input, may be writ-
ten as
f
Gf(w0 )sin 2 (wot) -2woEt u df2(t) 
divergent 1
Gf (w)sin2(w t)e -2w t (
e P n( u)(IVA-20)
2Tr
This term grows logarithmically with the upper cutoff frequency.
Unfortunately, integration of the convergent parts of x1(t)
is not straightforward. Contour integration may not be used be-
cause the integrand is odd. No exact, closed-form expression
could be found for the general XA(t) for the case of evolutionary
response to step input. Several special cases can be solved, how-
ever, and these, along with numerical integration of the general
case, lead to a satisfactory approximate result.
Consider first the special case of zero damping. The expres-
sion for Xi(t) becomes
u w G f(O0 2w
aing _ 2 2-2cos(wo t)cos(wt) - sin(w 0t)sin(wt) +
zero 0 (W2_2 0 oW 0
damping -
W2_ 2
Lo sn2(t) df (IVA-21)
0
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The solution for white noise, after some tedious algebra, is
G f(W) 4 4cos(w t)
( 2w t-sin(2w t)- -+
8W2  00 Tr TT
zero o
damping
4w 0t 4sin(wot)cos(wot)} 4sin 2 (wo t)
TTr Si(ot) + C (W 1t) +
sin2(Wt) u wGf(w)dw
2(wt) ______(I VA-22)
2yo o (W2_ 2
where Si(w t) is the sine-integral and Ci(w ot) is the cosine inte-
gral,
0S (~t)= 0sin(u) du T
C. (o&t) = -J cos (u) du
ot
0
and both are widely tabulated [53]. The outline of the derivation
of Equation [IVA-22] is given in Appendix B. The sine-integral and
cosine-integral are plotted in Figure [IVA-1] for reference.
The last term in X(t) for zero damping for true white noise
must be handled carefully since the integration passes a singularity
in the function. The correct expression is
sin2(W0t) u Gf(W)dw sin 2(Wot) ' U
=2 = n - -1 (IVA-23)
27To2 f 2_W 2 4TrW2 22
0 0 0 0 a
For response after the first cycle (w t > 2TV), little error is intro-
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duced by setting Si(w t) = Ci(W t) = 0.
G f(Wo0 )
x1(t) 8 2
1 8@20
-w 4- sin 2 (W t)2 t -- + 0 Gf(w)Qn
o w 2 0
Consider now critical damping.
comes
__G_(_ 1) + -2
x1(t) = J +e
(W 2+w2)0 0
-W t
-2 (1+w0 t)cos(t)e 0
The expression for X (t) be-
o t -2w t0 + 2w 0t e 0 +
-2wt sin(wt)e 0 +
-2wt
+ (w2+w2)t2 e Oidf
0 
-
(IVA-25)
The solution for white noise, after more tedious algebra (see Appen-
dix B) is
G(t) = 2  W2  e
47TW 2  0
0
-2wt- tOt 1+2wot+w2t2 - 2wo(l+wot)e 0
~~~0 0) 0 0
-2w t
+ 2W t e 0 E (W t)+ 2W2t2e
0 1 0 0
-2w0t
_ W dw (IVA-26)
0 (W2+W2 )0*
where Ei(w t) is the exponential-integral,
E (60t) t du
i 0 f u
and is widely tabulated [53]. Ei(wot) is shown in Figure [IVA-2].
Consider a third special case. The steady state solution for Xihas
been used by Crandall, Chandiramani, and Cook [54], and by Van-
-, 2ou
0 -11
(IVA-24)
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marcke [7] in stationary frequency analysis. It can be derived
from Equations [IV-A3] and [IVA-4] by setting t = c. Then
1 = f G f( o ) df
+ (2mwo ) 2
(IVA-27)
The solution is
Gf(W0 )
G (o1)
( TV _ __2 ___2_ _1 - tan- 2w wo]2 1
E < 1
For small damping, this becomes
Gf (WO)
87TW 2~0
Gf(WO)
87rw 20
(7 - 2 )
Based on these special cases and insight gained from looking
at the effect of various terms in the general expression, the fol-
lowing approximate expression for x (t) for approximate white noise
input is assumed:
Gf (Wo) 2o
0 (
o _ 2tan2-1  J
~ tan 2o
1 
-2o0t'
Gf(Wo) - -oEt
- 1 + w Et e
2To 2  - 00
(IVA-28)
Tr - + 2E]
(IVA-29)
(W -_ W2)2
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+G f(W) W0  WO it'2n 2 -wo' ]e -2w 0Et+ w -~tan e~J +
4w2  2w I W 2E I
0J
G (o) -2wott
+ (EoWt) e E (Wo t) +
0
sin2(w t) -2w Et
+ i2 (2 e 0  Gf(o0) n{ ) < 1 (IVA-30)
For small damping levels (c < 10%) and times such that wt >
the above expression simplifies to
Gf(Wo) 2_ -2w Eft Gf(Wo) -W Et( ) - - 1 -e - e
8TrUw 7TT 2'rrW 2
0 0
Gf(W)sin2 (o t) -2wt nVf ~ 0 n u(IVA-31)
In order to verify this assumed small damping expression, it
was evaluated for three different damping levels and compared with
results from numerical integration of the integrand indicated in
Equation [IVA-17]. To facilitate the comparison the divergent term
was not included since the divergent term is exact in Equation
[IVA-31]. These results are given in Figures [IVA-3] to [IVA-6].
The agreement between the numerical integration and the approximate
integral improves as damping decreases and time increases. Equa-
tion [IVA-31] is exact for E = 0. Equation [IVA-31] neglects the
oscillatory terms, which are significant for small t and damping
greater than a few per cent. From Figures [IVA-3] to [IVA-6] it is
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concluded that the convergent part of the integral for X1(t) may be
approximated by Equation [IVA-31] for damping not greater than 10%
of critical and times such that w0t > Tr.
Sample values of X (t), X,(t), and X2(t) are plotted in Fig-
ures [IVA-7] to [IVA-10]. It is observed that for all damping lev-
els, the moments initially grow linearly with time. For long time
they eventually approach an asymptotic level for all damping levels
greater than zero. The nature of the growth differs slightly for
each moment. This difference in growth is reflected in the growth
of Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor, as will be seen in
the next section.
The first and second moments contain oscillatory terms whose
magnitude is related to the upper cutoff frequency for band-limited
input. The oscillatory terms diverge for infinite band-width.
Therefore an engineer cannot specify true white noise input, but
must give the upper band limit. Chapter VII will show that first
passage probabilities are not too sensitive to the cutoff frequency.
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Section IVB Time-Dependent Spectral Shape Factor
Since the first three
spectrum are now known, the
sity shape factor, q(t), may
tionary definition (Equation
Q(t) =
with XO(t) given in Equation
[IVA-30], and X2 (t) given in
time-dependent moments of the power
time-dependent Vanmarcke spectral den-
be determined by analogy to the sta-
[IB-25]).
M2(t (IVB-l)
[IVA-5], x,(t) given in Equation
Equation [IVA-15].
For the case where damping is small and where the "white
noise" input is band limited to frequencies not more than four or
five times the natural frequency of the system (ice. wu < 5w ),
higher order terms in C may be neglected, and the divergent last
terms in XA(t) and X2(t) may be neglected. In this case, the mom-
ents are simply
x0(t) = 8f(o )
M -
-e Et
Gf (Wg 0 -2W Jf Gf (WOe) -2w 0 t
t= 8fwo [ - e W 1 + e
0 4Tr
X M -G f(O)
A2(t) = 80 1O0
-
e -2wc~t (IVB-2]
Then
V
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G (wo) (-e 2wit
1-64E2
-2w 0Et 2
7' -2w t
0 j ,
q(t) =
q(t) =
q(t) =
q(t) = Tr- t
1 -e L
-2w 0t
-2w 0 t (IVB-3)
The shape factor is independent of G(w ).
For steady state (t = oo) this reduces to
q~ 2 1 (IVB-4)
The last radical is approximately one since small damping is being
II
G 2(w ) -2w t 2
64 2W4
0
a
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considered, so the steady state, small damping q may be approximated
simply as
q _ 2 (IVB-5)
which agrees with Vanmarcke'e Equation [1-5.18] with k =/
Equation [IVB-3] is plotted in Figure [IVB-1] for (= 0.001,0.01,
and 0.1. It is observed that q(t) starts near q(t) = 1 for w0mt = 1.
Then q decreases monotonically. The value of q(t) is independent
of E until q(t) has almost reached its stationary value. In words,
this means the shape of the evolving spectrum to step input is in-
dependent of the damping level until the spectrum has almost reached
stationarity. It therefore does not seem appropriate to use the
stationary value of q and an effective- duration of a process unless
the duration, s, is long enough such that ws >> 1/.
40(y) 0009 0002
LO.
zo.
90'
(;) b
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CHAPTER V
RESPONSE TO SEPARABLE INPUT
In order to analyze first passage probabilities for a more
general class of forcing functions, in this chapter the first three
time-dependent moments of the output power spectral density will be
determined. This will be done by finding the time-dependent vari-
ance in a manner parallel to that used by Caughey and Stumpf for
the white noise, quasi-stationary (or step) input. This result
will be used to determine the time-dependent output spectra, G(w,t).
Finally the moments X(t), X(t), and X2(t) of this function will
be determined by integration.
In general, the autocorrelation of the input depends not only
on the lag, u-v, but on both u and v separately. Then
RX(u,v) = E[X(u)X(v)] (V-l)
Equation [IC-4] for the response variance becomes
Var(Y) = h(t-u) h(t-v) RX(u,v) du dv (V-2)
0 0
A major assumption will now be introduced. In order to simplify
the analyses, the input will be assumed to be of the separable sta-
tionary type. That is:
X(t) = A(t)F(t) (V-3)
where F(t) is a stationary zero-mean random process and A(t) is a
II
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deterministic modulating function. This is a common model for
earthquake motions [35]. The autocorrelation then becomes
RX(u,v) = E[A(u)F(u)A(v)F(v)]
RX(u,v) = A(u)A(v)E[F(u)F(v)]
= A(u)A(v) Rf(u-v) (V-4)
For u = v, Var[X] = A2 (t)Var[f],so A(t) is equal to the nonstation-
ary intensity of the input.
The expression for the response variance (Equation [IC-4])
then becomes
00 ~CJ
Var(Y) = h(t-u)h(t-v)A(u)A(v)Rf(u-v)du dv (V-5)
0 0
R (u-v) may be replaced by its Fourier transform,
CO
Rf(u-v) = Gf(W) eiw(u-v) df (V-6)
Then
Var(Y) = h(t-u)h(t-v)A(u)A(v) Gf(u)eiw(u-v)df du dv
00 0
(V-7)
Interchanging the order of integration yields
Var(Y) = Gf(w) { fh(t-u)h(t-v)A(u)A(v)ew( 'v)du dv df
0 o 0 (V-8)
For a one degree-of-freedom oscillator, this becomes
II
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00 
in(,(t-u)) 
-ot-u)
Var(Y) = JG(o) A(u)A(v) e
o o0 0 0
sin(o (t-v)) e-o J(t-v) eio(u-v) du dv df
W1
00 20 CO C
e 0
2ot
=~ ~ G f sin(ow (t-u))sin(w, (t-v))
0 1 0 0
e iw(u-v) A(u)ew A(v)e du dv df (V-9)
with df = 
An alternate derivation of this result is given in Appendix C
through the use of superposition of step functions.
For the Caughey and Stumpf type case (i.e., evolutionary re-
sponse to step input), A(t) = 1, t > 0. For white noise input the
result was given in Equation [IC-8].
As discussed in Chapter III, the frequency integrand in Equa-
tion [V-9] is the definition of the time-dependent response power
spectrum being used in this report:
-2w Et
G(w,t) = 2 jsin(w,(t-u)sin(w,(t-v)) eio(u-v)
00
mwgu owgv
e e A(u)A(v)du dv (V-10)
For the transient response to step input, G(w,t) was given
in Equation [IVA-3]. The following portion of that result is de-
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fined to be I(w od:
I(m( = tsin(w1 (t-u))sin(w,(t-v))eiw(u-v) eO e 0  du dv
0 0
12 e 2 + W2 2w sin(wOt)cos(wot) +
(W 2 _W2)2+(2ww i +1
wEt ~ 2weg wo 2t
-e 0  2cos(w t)+ sin(w t) cos(wt) -e 2 sin(w t)
1 ) 1
sin(wt) + sin2( t) (V-li)
Wi
In terms of this function, G(w,t) for the step input can be written
-2wog
Gf(w)e
G(w,t) = I(W )
2 0
1
If, on the other hand, A(t) is of exponential form, this re-
sult can be used by replacing the w terms in I(N C) by an effec-0 0
%Ch4t -C5ttive damping. Let A(t) be of the form C, + C2Ct + C3e- By
choosing the constants properly this form can be used to approxi-
mate many increasing-decreasing non-stationary input intensities
versus time. An example will be evaluated in Chapter VII. Then
by inspection of Equation [V-10]
-2w Et-
2 0 1 3 0G~w~t 2fwe [ 0Iw~ +  ~ +
(V-12)
This result is approximate and should be used only for~w o+C 4|
and~w 0 -C5s less than 0.5.
II
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The time-dependent variance for this case is
00 00 f~w~e-2w 0Et _
XO(t) = f G(w,t)df = f 2(C e I( o) +
0 0 1
+ C2 I(W0+C ) + C3 I(Wo0-C 5] df (V-13)
For the transient response to a step input the moments, X., were
defined in Chapter IV. It is convenient to use these results in
defining moments of I(w 0).
CO
i (Wo) = 1 I(o0 )df (V-14)
0
In particular, using Equation [IIA-3], one may write
0 2w Et
J( ) INE)df - W oe +
0 o
- {W2+WoWI sin(2wit)+ 2w 2s in2( it) (V-15)
For small damping levels (E < 10%) the following approximation for
J0 (W 0) may be used:
W2 -2woEt ~
J (w () 1 -JO - V-60 (80 -e -1 (V-16)
0
For E < 10% and white noise (or broad-band) input with A(t) = C1 +
C4t -C5t
C2e + C3 e
137
Gf (o ) - 2w Et ~ 
~3
0ft) e 2 t [CJo(Wo ) + C2 Jo (Wo+C4) + C3 J0 (W0-C )WI
(V-17)
The first moment, X, may be found similarly. For the transi-
ent response to step input, X,, was given in Equation [IVA-30]. From
that equation, one finds
00
j,(W 0 ) 0 J WIN 0 ) df
0
W
o tan'
WiTr 1 -e -2w0 -
2 2w 0 ~ ~ 2w 0 ~t
1+Ot e0 + -Wo
27Tw L 4w2  2w,0 0
0 tan'
sin 2(W t)
Ei(w Ot) + 2Tr
-2w Et + e , 2w 2Wot
2nr 2  V
0
n W u(V-18)
For small
JiI (W)O
damping levels, J1(w0E) is given approximately as
o 22w0t t 2 W t
lie oC 0- 1 0jl- 1-e e +8w2 " 27TW 2
sin2 (Wt) ' o '
27rn (V-19)
For < 10% and white noise (or broad-band) input with A(t) = C, +
CLt -C5t
C2e + C3e
ole W 0
0 L
22i
F
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G t(o) eAi~t) ~e -2wt0 [ + C2 J (Wo0+C 4) + C3 Ji(o g-C
(V-20)
Similarly, X2 may be found in terms of the evolutionary re-
sults to step input, Equation [IVA-6]. From that,
0J2(gg)= Fo2I(w0() df
)
1 F2w t
oL_
- 2{l -2w sin 2 (Wot) +
+ sin(2wit) +ousin2(WIt)
For smiall damping levels,
J2 (od W2 J0 (W )+ sin 2(Wlt)Wu0 0 0 0
Again for < 10% and
Cit -c5t
C1 + C2e + C3e
X2(t)
white noise (or broad-band) input with A(t) =
G f(W0) -2wo0t) L
e C2 )
+ C2J2(W 0+C4) + C3 J2(Wo0-C)
(V-23)
For other than broad-band input one must integrate the product of
G(w,t) in Equation [V-12] and w to obtain A (t).
Using the same approach, the time-dependent moments for the
case of a time limited step input are given in Appendix D. This type
II
(V-21)
(V-22)
I
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of excitation is zero for t < to and t > ti, and "stationary" for
t0 < t < ti. The results obtained there for the response moments
following the cessation of the motion reduce to very compact ex-
pressions for small damping. As discussed in Chapter III, however,
the time-dependent spectrum adopted in this report looses physical
significance for the case of suddenly removed input, so those re-
sults must be used with caution.
The approximate small damping results for the convergent parts
of the spectral moments for the evolutionary response to a broad-
band step input, a broad-band time-limited step input, a separable
broad-band exponential input, and a general, separable nonstation-
ary input are summarized in Table [V-1].
II
Excitation Xo(t) ( small damping ) nvergent part (d(t)(small
converent 
I
Step Excitation
F .
G (lN ( 2w w-(2mft)xo(t) 
- Gf(wo)e-wogt w,2Xu(t)
9 TV u t 87T' WO 2Xwoo
Time-Limi ted
Step Excitation t<ti same as step excitation t<ti same as step excitation
F t>tl t>tl WO2xo(t)
F .... t 2w o2Ao X(tG~t)-t
G fw)(e2o -ti 2ottO -2wOgt o(-)ot )- ewOo(tO+ti-t
Separable Broad-Band
Exponential
FA Equation[V-17] Equation[V-20] Equation[V-23]
Vft
Separable Broad-Band
in General f" Gf(w)ff' h(t-u)h(t-v)A(u) f'oG(w)f"*r h(t-u)h(t-v)A(u)
A - - Wo2Xo (t)S.A(v)cos[(u-v)]dudvdf A(v)cos[w(u-v)]dudvdf
t with w=2wf with w=27rf
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CHAPTER VI
FIRST PASSAGE FORMULAS
Section VIA Hazard Rate and Reliability
With the analytical results obtained in Chapters IV and V for
time-dependent spectral density moments, the expressions for first
passage probabilities from Chapter I may be evaluated for the non-
stationary response of one degree-of-freedom oscillators excited-by
Gaussian input. The reliability function for nonstationary motion
was given in Equation [IB-28] as
-
aD udu
LD(t) = AD e (VIA-1)
where aD(u) may be interpreted as the time-dependent hazard func-
tion, and AD is the probability of no instantaneous barrier exceed-
ance (i.e., the value of LD(t) at t = 0).
LD(t) is the probability that in the time interval 0 to t,
the random process will not exceed a fixed barrier. For an evolu-
tionary response to step input (response starts from rest), AD 1.
For lightly damped processes, Vanmarcke's expression for aD(t)
(Equation [IB-26] ) is
-aq(t) _T1-exp
aD(t) = 2v0  2 (t (VIA-2)
exp {2(t) 1
q(t) was given in Equation [IVB-1] as
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XA_( t)
q(t) = 1 - X(t) (VIA-3)
where v (t) is l A2(t)/X (t) and a is the barrier level.0 21Tr 0
Knowing X0 (t), X,(t) and X2(t), the time-dependent hazard
function may be evaluated and integrated to give the reliability
of a single degree-of-freedom oscillator. In general the integra-
tion must apparently be done numerically.
A closed form solution for this integration for the transient
response to step input has been found for medium to high barrier
levels applied to lightly damped oscillators in cases where the
spectral density of the input does not have significant values for
frequencies greater than, say, about ten times the natural frequency
of the oscillator being excited. Under these conditions, the con-
vergent terms of the small damping expressions for the spectral
moments may be used. These are
X Gf(W) - e2w0 t
0
Gf(Wo) 2w t G (WO) -2 tS= e1 -  11+ e8W2 ~ 4'iW 2  2 0 to L 4 021o -
Gf(w 0) -2w t1G (o)0 -2OJ (VIA-4)
2 8 L
00
Substituti on of these moments yields approximate results for V (t,
q(t), and finally o (t).
III
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The resulting approximate expression for f a D(u)du is
L
a(u)du = Ei(zi) -
0 0 -
Ei(z 2) + e Ei(z 3 ) - e
-a 2
Ei(z 4]
('VIA-5)
where Ei(z) is one of the widely tabulated exponential integrals,
(and is different from the exponential integral E (x) discussed
in Chapter IV.)
E (z) = e du
The derivation of Equation [VI-5] is given in Appendix E. A graph
of Ei(z) is shown in Figure [VIA-1].
The parameters in Equation [VIA-5] are
2 
-2mg
2 = a2 + yE-  t
U2 U1 i+lI/2 /1-e w0 E
zi = 
-2w 0t
ai
z 2 = 
-2w Et
ai
Z= 2woEt
Z= 2w 0t
(VIA-6)
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in which p is the barrier level, a, normalized with respect to the
end-of-excitation RMS (y = a/ It may be
0 end-of-excitation) Itmyb
desired to specify a barrier with respect to the stationary RMS
associated with Gf(w) (' = a/ A0 stationary) In this latter
case p' should be multiplied by 0 stationary/ end-of-excitation
to get the value of p to be used in Equation [VIA-6]. The distinc-
tion between y and p' may be particularly important in cases involv-
ing lightly damped oscillators responding to forcing functions of
short duration. In these cases the value of A (t) at the end of
the excitation may be much smaller than the stationary level.
For the transient response to step input for a lightly damped
single degree-of-freedom oscillator subjected to Gaussian banded white
noise input, aD(t) may be evaluated by adding to the expression for
the moments (Equation [VIA-4])the divergent terms. Then
Gf(wo) -2w0Et
0 8w-e
0
G f(wo) e -2w 0 t Gf (w0 ) 1+e -2w0t
8W2 4Tro -2
00
sin 2 (wit) 
-2w0Et G f(w)
+ 2 2 n(ou)
Gf(w) -2w Ct sin 2(w t) -2mewt Gf( L)
21- e + e 2 u
8w (VIA-
0 (VIA-7)
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where w is the upper cutoff frequency above which the input "white"
noise does not have significant value. q for this case should be
evaluated from Equation [VIA-3] directly.
Numerical integration of the resulting expression for aD(t)
yields results applicable to the evolutionary response to step input
of a lightly damped one-degree-of-freedom oscillator for virtually
all barrier levels and for all band widths of the input. Numerical
results will be shown in Chapter VII.
El
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Section VIB Fluctuations in the Reliability
Chandiramani [54,55] has performed numerical simulation of
the first passage problem for oscillators subjected to white
Gaussian excitation. One of the notable features of his results
was the occurrence of time-decaying fluctuations on the first
passage rates. A graph from Chandiramani's thesis is shown in
Figure [VIB-1]. He comments, "There is a marked cyclic fluctua-
tion in the first passage probability... The frequency of fluc-
tuation is twice the natural frequency... of the oscillator."
From the development herein it seems clear that these fluc-
tuations arise in the hazard function, a, through Vanmarcke's
spectral density shape factor, q. The use of time-dependent spec-
tral density moments to evaluate q has introduced divergent terms
for white noise input. Observation of the divergent terms in X1
(Equation [IVA-20])and A2 (Equation [IVA-141)shows that they are
-2w t
of the form sin 2(wit)e- . Therefore they are time decaying
and they have a period of oscillation one-half that of the natural
damped period of the oscillator. These properties are consistent
with Chandiramani's observations.
The magnitude of the fluctuations should be directly related
to the upper cutoff frequency on the "white" noise input. See equa-
tions [VIA-2], [VIA-3], and [VIA-7]. Unfortunately, this problem
has not been recognized previously: it was generally thought that
any upper frequency limit substantially greater than the natural fre-
1.
Scale for LD(t)
LD(t)
aD(t)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
2.0 - 10~1
Scale
1.5 -
for aD(t)
10-3
1.0 - 10~
0.5 *10-3
1I 0
70 4 80
pWot
= 8 E = .08 y =' 3
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quency of the oscillator being excited would produce similar simu-
lation results. This conclusion is the case for the RMS response,
but there is an w u influence of a transient nature (for damped
oscillators) in the first passage-related functions aD(t) and LD(t).
In his work, Chandiramani has assumed an upper cutoff fre-
quency of eight times that of the oscillator undamped natural fre-
quency.
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Section VIIA Computed First Passage Results
This section will examine first passage probabilities for
lightly damped single degree-of-freedom oscillators subjected to
Gaussian white noise step input. The reliability is the probabil-
ity that the oscillator has not yet crossed a fixed barrier in the
time interval 0 to s. This is given by
5
-a aD(t) dtLD(t) = AD e 0 (VIIA-1)
AD is the probability of no instantaneous barrier exceedance and
a(t) is the time-dependent hazard function. Input duration and
oscillator damping and period typical for real civil engineering
structures subjected to seismic activity will be used. Results
will be computed by different approaches with varying degrees of
sophistication, and their effect on the first passage probabilities
will be examined.
The simplest approach is to assume stationary theory (Equation
[IB-20] and Cramer's theory of independent Poisson distributed thresh-
old crossings (Equation [IB-27]). It is implied in the Poisson
assumption that barrier crossings are point processes and AD should
be set equal to one. For this case, aD is not a function of time.
LD(t) is given as
II
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t 2 2
LD(t) =e-a with a = e (VIIA-2)
A refinement of the above procedure is to introduce the con-
cept of a time-dependent RMS value. Since aD(t) is now a function
of time, Equation [IB-29] must be used, with aD(t) given by Equa-
tion [IB-27] and X0(t) given in Equation [IVA-5]. LD(t) is now
given as t
-f aD(u)du
LD(t) = e
a2
2 X2 u 2X (u)with aD(u) =' - A~u) e 0 (VIIA-3)
0
/X2 (u)/A (u) = w0(u) and was shown in Chapter IV to be essentially
independent of time for damping less than 10% of critical and input
frequency band-limited to about ten times the stationary natural
frequency, wo, of the oscillator. Previous theories have not taken
into account the possibility of a time-dependent w , but that is
not a serious drawback.
The two approaches above are based on the Poisson assumption
for high barrier levels. Vanmarcke [7] uses a Markov assumption to
achieve improved results for lower barriers or when crossings occur
in clumps. The simplest approach here is to adopt the stationary
theory, Equation [IB-26]. Since the actual response starts at rest,
there is no probability of instantaneous barrier exceedance, and AD
is taken equal to one. LD(t) in this case becomes
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-t 1-exp -aq
LD(t) = e with aD V 
_
(VIIA-4)
This theory above may be extended as Vanmarcke suggested to
include the concept of an evolutionary RMS (but stationary shape
factor, q, and natural frequency, w0), in which case Equation
[IB-29] should be used, and LD(t) is given as
tf D(u)du 2 1 - exp {aq
LD(t) = e 0 with aD(u) = 2p I
0 _ __2 -1
(VIIA-5)
The above approaches may be used for very low damping levels
and/or short duration if the RMS levels and the barrier levels are
referred to the end of excitation. For the stationary approaches,
this means using the end-of-excitation RMS based on evolutionary
analysis as the equivalent stationary RMSc For the approaches using
Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor, q, however, the failure
rate will be too small when the stationary shape factor is used.
The most complete case, in the present context, is where q
and w are considered to be time-dependent. q(t) is given in Equa-
tion [IVB-1] with the small damping approximation for the moments
given in Equation [VIA-7] and w (t) is /X(t)/X (t). If the "white
0 0
noise" (or broad-band) input does not in fact have significant
II
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values for frequencies greater than about ten times the natural
frequency of the oscillator, the expressions for the moments given
in Equation [VIA-4] may be used. LD(t) takes the following form
- t aD(u )du 2u) 1 - exp - aq(u) 2(u)
LD(t) = e 0 with (u) = 2 (u)a21 exp 2X
0(u)
(u)u
X u
and q(u) = 1 -/ o(ux 2 (u) (VIIA-6)
Equation [VIIA-6] may be used for the zero-damped case.
Equation [VIIA-6] still does not give the exact solution, how-
ever. Vanmarcke has shown that his stationary expression, Equation
[IB-26], while more accurate than Cramer's, is still conservative
[56]. In Chapter I it has been argued that the clumping of barrier
crossings increases the average time between clumps and hence the
mean first passage time. This kind of clumping is accounted for in
Vanmarcke's approach but not in Cramer's. It has been observed that,
for low barrier levels, the clumps themselves tend to clump together,
thus further increasing the average time to first passage. This
kind of clumping is not accounted for in either Cramer's or Van-
marcke's theory.
The approaches described above have been used to compute the
reliability of lightly damped oscillators subjected to suddenly
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applied "stationary" white noise (band-limited) excitation. The re-
sults are presented in Figures [VIIA-1] to [VIIA-26]. The barrier
level, y, in all cases is a number to be applied to the RMS response
at the end of the excitation duration. For the stationary analyses
the (constant) RMS is not the one obtained from steady-state theory.
Instead, it is the level that actually occurs at the end-of-excita-
tion as determined from an evolutionary analysis. Barrier levels
are then referred to this (assumed constant) RMS.
The following notation is used in the figures.
CA Cramer and Leadbetter stationary analysis
~-k a2
Reliability = e-at a e 2
2r 0
CB Cramer and Leadbetter with Caughey and Stumpf evolutionary RMS
t a2
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CE Vanmarcke with the evolutionary RMS and with the time-dependent
shape factor, q, proposed in this report.
CEl convergent parts of spectral moments only
CE2 complete spectral moments
- ta(u)du 
_T (u I-exp 
-aq(u) 21 u)
Reliability = e 0 2 F 2 u 1) 2
ex {Xu)}
q(u) = I X 2)
For small damping, 2( X p
o 0
The following influences in the different cases should be
noted. Case CB versus CA and case CD versus CC is the influence of
nonstationary versus stationary RMS of the response. Case CC versus
CA and case CD versus CB is the influence of stationary clumping
(Vanmarcke approach) versus Poisson occurring crossings (Cramer ap-
proach). Case CE versus CD is the influence of a time-dependent
versus stationary spectral density shape factor.
In all cases, the most conservative estimate for reliability
is given by case CA, the Cramer and Leadbetter approach based on Rice's
stationary analysis. The reliability in this case is of exponential
form. A less conservative estimate is obtained when it is taken into
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account that the response RMS starts at zero and asymptotically
approaches its stationary value (case CB). Relative to steady state
conditions, there is little probability of failure during the period
that the RMS is much less than its stationary level.
The stationary analysis with Vanmarcke's hazard rate (case CC)
is also less (over) conservative than the stationary analysis uti-
lizing Rice's hazard rate (case CA). For higher values of damping
(large q) and higher barrier levels (large p) Vanmarcke's rate ap-
proaches Rice's. This was shown in Section IB and is verified here
by the graphs.
If the Caughey and Stumpf evolutionary RMS is introduced into
Vanmarcke's hazard rate, case CC becomes case CD, which is less con-
servative.
The final modification extends case CD to case CE by using
time-dependent spectral moments to evaluate q.
Case CE gives a lower estimate of reliability than case CD.
This is because of the nature in which the response power spectrum
evolves when an oscillator is subjected to white noise input. The
spectrum becomes more peaked as it evolves, reducing the parameter q
from a high level to its stationary level. Because large values of
q increase the hazard function (see Equation [IB-26]),the q effect
tends to increase the hazard rate during the transient period.
The figures show that the "complete solution" (case CE) often
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differs markedly from the other approximations. In particular, the
difference from Vanmarcke's solution with constant q and evolution-
ary RMS is very significant for very light damping and low barrier
levels. Under these conditions a major fraction of the total risk
of barrier exceedance is incurred during the transient part of the
response, when q is significantly different from its stationary
value. The isolation of this effect of time-dependent spectral
density has been a major objective of this report.
Figure [VIIA-27] compares one of Chandiramani's simulation re-
sults [55] with results obtained here. The agreement with the com-
plete theory is quite good. The oscillations have been smoothed in
all cases. More results could not be compared because most of Chan-
diramani's results were for different starting conditions or barrier
definitions.
Two types of complete solutions are shown in Figures
[VIIA-1] to [VIIA-22]. Case CEl, used generally, does not include
the divergent terms in the first and second moments (AI and A2 ).
These results are valid for "white noise" type input, but band-
limited to frequencies less than, say, ten times the natural fre-
quency of the oscillator (w <lOW ). Case CE2 includes the divergent
terms in the moments. CE2 results are given, therefore, for vari-
ous upper cutoff frequencies (wu) of the input.
The oscillations in these curves have been smoothed. It is
-11
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seen that for upper cutoff frequencies no more than ten or twenty
times the natural frequency of the oscillator (w = 20 w 0) the
divergent terms do not alter the reliability appreciably for short
to medium durations. Even for upper frequencies 100 times the
oscillator natural frequency (wu = 100 W ) the divergent term
effect is not exceptionally large for moderate times. The fluctu-
ations on the moments decay exponentially with time as exp[-w Ct].0
In the region where the fluctuations are large (small values of
og t) the moments themselves are growing approximately linearly
with w t. Therefore, the effect of the fluctuations as a percen-
tage of the total moment decreases rapidly. Since the hazard func-
tion is small in this region (small X (t)), the effect of the fluc-0
tuations on the reliability is diminished.
For most civil engineering structures, the natural period is
in the range 0.1 seconds to 10 seconds. The natural circular fre-
quency (w) is then between 0.6 and 60 radians per second (o =2Tr/7).
Past earthquake records indicate significant motion up to approxi-
mately 60 radians per second (w = 60). The presence of higher fre-
quencies is hard to measure with most recording instruments pres-
ently in use. Thus, wu varies between one and one-hundred w
(W< W< 100 Wo)
The duration of the strong motion portion of historical earth-
quake records is of the order of ten to thirty seconds (s = 30).
Thus, the nondimensional time parameter ws varies between
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6(w0s= 0.6 x 10) and 1800 (w os = 60 x 30). It is longer for very
short period structures.
(Typical values of the above parameters are T = 4 seconds
(W = 27r/4 = 1.57) and s = 20 seconds. Then
ou = 60 = 40 w0  and w 0s = 30)
One final example is presented utilizing the results of Chap-
ter V for motions with modulating functions which may be expressed
as sums of exponential functions. The oscillator is considered to
have parameters appropriate to a steel frame high-rise building.
Its damping is chosen to be one per cent of critical, and its natu-
ral period, five seconds (o = 2Tr/5 = 1.255). The input is typi-
cal of that for a strong motion earthquake on rock. It is a band-
limited white noise with an upper cutoff frequency of 60 radians
per second (W = 60/w = 47.5). The deterministic modulating func-
tion of the input is given in Figure [VIIA-28].
Results for five approaches are given in Figure [VIIA-29].
The barrier level is 0.5 times the end-of-excitation evolutionary
RMS response that would exist if the input RMS was constant and
equal to one. First, the actual motion is replaced by an equiva-
lent stationary one, and the stationary results used (case CCeiequi v
The (assumed stationary) input variance is such that the total dura-
tion is the same and the total power is preserved (i.e. the input
RMS is equal to the average value of the modulating function of
Excitation Modulating Function (RMS)
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Figure [VIIA-28], which is 0.478). The effective barrier is then
0.5/0.478 = 1.045. The reliability for this case plots as a
straight line on semi-log paper. This approach is of doubtful
value because the results reflect only the average input RMS and
not the peak value.
The second approach is similar to the one above, except that
now a unit input RMS value is assumed (case CC unit). The reliabil-
ity in this case is much lower than case CCequiv because of the -
larger RMS of the input. Case CCunit is a more conservative ap-
proach.
The third approach is also based on a stationary analysis.
In this approach (case CCactual) the stationary RMS response to a
unit input is multiplied by the modulating function of the actual
input. This approach becomes "exact" as the input modulating func-
tion becomes more slowly varying.
The fourth approach (case CD) involves a nonstationary analy-
sis which uses the time-dependent response RMS, but the stationary
value of the spectral density shape factor, q. This approach may
be considered to be unconservative because of the use of the sta-
tionary value of q.
The fifth approach is another nonstationary analysis, case CE,
with a time-dependent response RMS and spectral density shape factor,
q(t). The reliability for this approach is well below that of case
CD. Case CE for the excitation of Figure [VIIA-28] may be vastly
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conservative. The power spectrum used throughout this report
broadens as the input excitation decreases. As was pointed out
in Chapter III,this broadening effect is not consistent with intui-
tive reasoning. Appendices C and D discuss in detail the behavior
of the response for a decreasing and truncated input, respectively.
The other reliability curve, case CE approx' shown in Figure
[VIIA-29] is an approximation. For the growth period of the input
modulating function, case CEapprox is equal to case CE. For times
beyond this, the response spectral density shape factor, q, con-
tinues to decrease. Eventually it becomes less than the stationary
forced value of q because most of the motion is free, damped sinusoi-
dal (see Appendices C and D). It is felt that further analysis on
this approach is warranted.
I
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Section VIIB Conclusions
The frequency domain approach to the study of oscillator
response to random excitation has proved to be a very convenient
one. The former theoretical drawback of limiting this approach to
stationary analysis has been partially removed. The concept of a
time-dependent response spectrum has made this possible. The
analytical development of a time-dependent spectrum in Chapter III
has raised conflicting definitions and mathematical complexity.
The physical notion of the power spectral density as a fre-
quency decomposition of a sample function of a process has led to
a definition of an intuitive spectrum. The concept of a spectrum
as a Fourier transform of the (nonstationary) autocorrelation func-
tion has led to another spectrum definition. Additionally, a spec-
trum has been defined such that its Fourier transform yields the
nonstationary autocorrelation function. The concept of a partial
Fourier transform for that latter spectrum has been introduced
along with the concept of a time-window [48]. A generalized trans-
form [50] approach has led to another form of a time-dependent
spectrum. Finally, the evolutionary spectrum adopted in this re-
port, G(w,t),was developed from an extension of the concept of an
evolutionary RMS response [16].
Relatively simple expressions for the evolutionary spectrum
and the spectral moments have been obtained for the response of
lightly damped oscillators subjected to wide-band input whose
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deterministic modulating function is either Heaviside or exponen-
tial, but whose relative frequency content is independent of time,
It has been seen that time-dependent shape changes of G(w,t)
are quite significant for Heaviside random excitation for times
much less than those required to reach a steady state. These shape
changes lead to an interesting concept of time-dependent damping
for an oscillator subjected to random excitation.
First passage probabilities are extremely useful as a design
criterion for oscillators subjected to random excitation. Combin-
ing the work of many earlier investigators with the concept of a
time-dependent power spectrum for the response has led to meaningful
results for first passage of nonstationary response for problems of
practical engineering interest. In first passage computations, the
time-dependent shape of the response spectrum influences the first
passage rate through Vanmarcke's spectral density shape factor, q.
For Heaviside band-limited random excitation, q decreases from a
high value to its stationary level. The increased shape factor in-
creases the first passage rate for a given RMS because larger q
implies less clumping of crossings. In particular, the very low
damping (0.1% and 1%) results obtained by this approach are of inter-
est. Many approaches cannot handle zero damping, but this one can.
Analytical results have been prepared for oscillators subjec-
ted to Heaviside wide-band excitation. The oscillators have 0001,
0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 fraction of critical damping. Barrier levels
04
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are 1.2, 2.0, and 3.0 times the RMS response level at the end of
the excitation. Excitation durations are w0t = 15 and 30 (in terms
of radians of the undamped oscillator). The above parameters are
typical to aseismic design of civil engineering structures. For
many of the cases considered, especially those with low damping and
low threshold, results obtained yield reliabilities significantly
different from those based on previous theories. They also confirm
that stationary analysis tends to be vastly over-conservative for
many sets of parameters.
For cases in which the response is near stationarity for a
major part of the duration, reasonable results are obtained using a
stationary analysis if a shortened duration is used. This can be
seen by noting that the reliability curves for the stationary and
nonstationary analyses become parallel for times long enough that
the response is approximately stationary. This effect is a conse-
quence of the exponential form of the reliability curve for station-
ary conditions. The effective duration is dependent on the damping
and barrier levels. There is also a certain dependence on duration,
related to the fact that barrier levels are given with respect to
the end-of-excitation response RMS. The difference between actual
duration and effective duration increases with barrier level and
duration, and decreases with damping. Further numerical examples
will be needed before definite quantitative values can be put on
these effects.
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The examples earlier in this chapter and the expressions for
time-dependent spectral moments and first passage rates in Chapters
IV and VI indicate that nonstationary effects for Heaviside wide-
band input can be neglected if the excitation duration is greater
than about 15/wE where o is the oscillator undamped natural fre-
quency and E is the fraction of critical damping. For shorter dura-
tions and damping levels on the order of a few per cent or less,
the time-dependent variations in the shape of the response power
spectral density function are significant as well as the time-depen-
dent RMS of the response. It seems reasonable to assume that for
damping greater than about five per cent of critical the shape of
the output power spectrum does not depend on time, although the
response RMS does.
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APPENDIX A
REVIEW OF STATIONARY RANDOM VIBRATION THEORY
A random vibration is a stochastic process whose first and
second order properties are described by a quantity called the auto-
correlation function. The autocorrelation function of a stochastic
process, x(t), evaluated at times ti and t 2 is defined as
R (tit 2) = E[x(ti)x(t 2 )] - E[x(ti)]E[x(t2)] (A-1)x
where the expectation is an ensemble average: i.e., an average
taken over all samples of the process. If the process has a mean
equal to zero, then
R (t1,t2) = E[x(ti)x(t 2)] (A-2)
By symmetry
R (t1,t2) = R (t2,ti) (A-3)
In general, assuming the process has a zero-mean value, the
autocorrelation function exhibits a general decreasing trend as
|t1 - t2 | increases. As It1 - t 2 | -+ o, the autocorrelation function
converges to zero.
An important concept in random vibrations is stationarity. A
stochastic process is stationary if its underlying probability dis-
tributions are independent of a shift in time. For a stationary pro-
cess, the autocorrelation is a function only of the time difference
between ti and t 2 . The autocorrelation function may satisfy this
I&l
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condition for a process that is not strictly stationary. Such a
process is termed "weakly" stationary. The difference between t1
and t2 is commonly denoted T. The invariant nature of a stationary
process ensures that the autocorrelation function is an even func-
tion of T.
R(t,t+T) = R(T) = R(t,t-T) = R(-T) (A-4)
This property of evenness can be retained for nonstationary
processes only by a redefinition of parameters that somewhat alters
the physical interpretation of autocorrelation. This will be seen
in Chapter III.
A stationary process is usually assumed to satisfy the condi-
tion of ergodicity. Theoretically, an infinite number of samples
of a stochastic process are required to completely describe the pro-
cess. If it is ergodic, however, one sample of infinite duration is
sufficient. Ensemble averages can then be replaced by time averages
over a single infinitely long sample.
The study of stationary oscillator response to random excita-
tion may be made in either the time or frequency domain. The latter
approach has two distinct advantages: the associated mathematics
is simpler, and the results are in a convenient form for parameter
variation studies.
In the frequency domain, an oscillator may be characterized
by its (complex) transfer function, H(w). H(w) is the response of
a
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an oscillator to a sinusoidal excitation of unit amplitude and fre-
quency w. For a linear oscillator, the principle of superposition
may be applied over the full frequency range of the excitation.
Let x(t) be a sample time history of a stationary excitation, and
X(w) its Fourier transform. Care must be exercized here since X(w)
exists only if jx(t)| + 0 at least as fast as l/|t| as It| co -
x(t) cannot, therefore, be strictly stationary. This is not a pro-
blem in real applications since the Fourier transform exists for all
realizable processes (those with less than infinite power). Poten-
tial problems can be avoided by careful handling of limits.
Let y(t) be the time history of the stationary response of an
oscillator characterized by a frequency transfer function H(w), and
Y(W) the Fourier transform of y(t). The following well-known re-
sults then hold:
X(w) = f x(t)e 
-iWt dt
Y(w) = H(w)X(O)
y(t) = J Y(w)eiWt df with f = w/2Tr (A-5)
The extremely useful result here is that, in the frequency
domain,the output is the product of the input and the transfer func-
tion. If a time history is desired, it may be obtained by applying
a Fourier transform to the frequency response.
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The oscillator impulse response function, here designated h(t),
gives the time history of response of an oscillator subjected to a
unit impulse excitation. Linear superposition produces the general
result t
y(t) f x(t)h(t-T) dT (A-6)
In the time domain the input is convolved with the impulse
response function to obtain the output, while in the frequency do-
main, the input is multiplied by the transfer function to obtain the
output. It is not surprising that h(t) and H(w) form a Fourier
transform pair.
H(w) = h(t) e-iWt dt
CO
h(t) = H(w) eiWt df (A-7)
0
The derivation of h(t) and H(w) for both single degree-of-
freedom oscillators and multiple degree-of freedom oscillators is
straightforward and well known. The expressions for a one degree-
of-freedom oscillator are
h(t)= {,0 tw<i
h~t) = 
_e~"o0 t sin( it) t > 0
-l
H(w) = w -w 2 + (A-8)
W0 - iw0w
where the oscillator parameters are shown in Figure [A-1], and the
governing differential equation of motion is
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x(t), X(W)
.. . ...... ................
...............
...........
...........
...... ........
% ..............
Y (W)y(t)
k -= oo, undamped natural oscillator frequency
m
c = E, fraction of critical oscillator damping
2/ km
woo/ 1- = wi, damped natural oscillator frequency
Figure A-1
k
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my + cy +ky= -m x (A-9)
Each dot over a quantity indicates a differentiation with respect
to time.
The input and output power spectral densities of a stationary
process are related by
G y() = H(-w)H(w) G (W) (A-10)
where G(w) is the one-sided power spectral density of a stationary
process. An examination of H(-w) shows that it is H*(w), the com-
plex conjugate of H(w). Using the relation
H (w)H(w) = IH(w)1 2 (A-1 I)
allows the slightly simpler form for the spectral densities
G (w) = |H(w)| 2G (W) (A-12)
The mean square response may be immediately derived from
Equation [IA-7].
] o
E [y2(t)] f G y(w) df
0
= | JH(w)|2G (w)df (A-1 3)
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF Ai(t) FOR ZERO AND CRITICAL DAMPING
Following is the derivation of X1(t) for the zero damped
case as referred to in Chapter IV,
x1(t)
zero
damping
= Gf(W)0) u W2 2 - 2 cos(o 0t)cos(wt) -
0 (0
W sin(w0t)
W2_ 2
sin(wt) + /.- sin 2(W0 t )] df
0
G f(O) ~o 2wdo 
_0 0
000
2w2sin(wot)sin(wt)d
0 (W 2_2)2
0 0
G f(w) {j 2dw
8TW 0 0 (o-0) 0
2wcos ("ot)cos (wt)dw
f (W 2-W2) 2
+ G (W) u ( 2- sn2 ( Ot)dw
+ 27T f 0 O 2 2 2
2dw +
o (+"0 )2
co 2cos(wot)cos(wt)dw 2cos(wo t)cos(ot)dw
( o )2 (%. )2
0 0 0
2wsin(w t)sin(wt)dw 00
o (W- )2 +
0
wsin 2 (w t)dw
o 2(W 2_W2)0 0
0 0 0
+ G f(oW) f
+27T f
2wsin(w t)sin(wt)dw
W0 (W+W )2
(B-1)
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A change of variables is now made.
G f(Wo) [ f 2du 
.2dv
8TO0 f u 2 f v2
+ 2cos (W t)cos((v- 0)t)dv
v 2
f 2cos (W 0t)cos( (uA 0 )t)du
u2
-o
f 
)2(u+Wo)sin(wot)sin(u+ 0 )du
u2 W
0
2
t)dv Gf (W0 )
+ 
T
" wsin 2 (W0 t)do
S 2 (W+W ) (W-o)
(B-2)
Evaluating the integrals that are straightforward and expanding and
simplifying the other terms leads to
4 4cos(w0t)
~ ++2t0 0
LU
*0
f s in (yt) dy
cos(yt)dy _ 2sin 2 (w0t)
y W,
sin 2 (W0t)
0
0 sin(yt)dy
-0
2sin 2(W t)
0
cos (yt)dy
y
wdw
W2_ 20 0
M1 (t)
zero
damping
00+ 1
G f(w )
8Trw
0
(t)
zero
damping
2sin(w 0t)cos(w 0t)
00
G (W0)
2Tr (B-3)
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The following functions (both widely tabulated) must now be used:
0 =
S i (W 0t) =J sin(u)du -Tu 2~
C (OO =- W t
(B-4)
(B-5)cos(y)dy
y
Then
Gf O ~ + + 2t + 4t S (Wot) +
or o ozero
damping
2, si n (w t) cos (W t) 4s in (w 0t) Cos(W0 t)
0
S (W0t) +
2s in2 (w t) 02s in2 (w t)
+ 2sn( 0t C, (wt) + 0 Cg (wct)
00
+sin 2 (w t) ru
Wi 2 J W _0 0 01
and simplifying,
Gf(Wo) 4 4cos (w t)0
Xf (t L2wot-sin(2wot) - - + +
zero 8T
damping
4w t
+ 0
4sin(w t) cos(w t)
-jSi(wot) +
u4sin 2 (Wt) sin 2(Wot) u A G(o)do
+ -C (W) t ) +
2Tro 2  W o2_W 2
(B-7)
(B-6)
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Following is the derivation of X1 (t) for the critically damped case.
X(t)
cri ti cal
damping
=- 2W + eGf2w 0 1 + 2w t +
2 (W2+w2) _
0 t c t
-e 0 (2+2w t)cosfbot)- e 0 (2wt)sin (ot)+(2+W2 ) t2 do
G f(W 0 )
2T
Gf (w0)
27r
27T
Gf (o )+ 2r
-2 
w tf1+ e0
2(1+w t) e
2wo0t -W0t
O 
'
1+2wo t+o t
od
0 (Wo2+W 2)2
0t -Wcos (Ot)dw
( 2000
f w 2sin(ot)dw +
( 2+ 2)20 0
Wot 2  
-2wmt fU o3dwe
2 ( 22)
0 0 0
-2wot-
1 + e {l+2w0 t+o t} do
= G () 8irw0
-m 0T~ -
- Gf ( 0 )
00
f1
0
-Wte
0t e sin(Ot)dw 00
- G 0( ) 4i5 2 ( ,_ W ) -0
0 o00
cos(ot)dw
(W+i W)0
wsin(wt)d 2e( 0+i 1)T --
-2w t w
W 2 t 2 e
+ Gf(WO) 2Tr r
0
S 3dw (B-8)
A change of variables is now made.
+
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-2w t 1+2w t+F2t2
1+e o o
8iTw0 0
-W t
2(1 +wo t)e 0
~ 8irw 0
cos((u+iw 0 )t)du
-iwo
cos( (v
-iw
2w0t e t ( (u+iw 0)sin((u+iw 0)t)du
8i 0w u
(v-iwo)sin((v-iw0 )t)dvl
-2w t
w2t 2e 0
+ 0o
0
-2w t
1+e 0 {1+2w t+w 2t2}0 0
8i Tw0
-o t -
2(1+w 0t)e 0 .
c8iwoslOwt)
0
Kiw
-1w.
cos(ut) 00
-uw
tu .2 - tS (iwt) +
+ sin(u t) L00
+ 7T + sinvt co
+ tC.(iw t)-
+ tC (iOw t)
iTrt + cos(vt) 0 - tS(iwot) +
i w,
-W t
2w 0 t e cos(iow t)
8i TrW 2  0
0 L
S (iOwt)+ - + sin(iwot) -C (iOwt)+ if +iw cos(iOwt)
A (t)
critical
damping 
__
G f(W0)
C]dv
v
du
u2
)t)dv
00
f5
Iwo
w3dw
(w2+w2) 20
00
sin(ut)
U
-tS (iwt) -
+ cos(wo t)
1 w0
- tC (iOw t)+
+ cos(w 0t)
s0
si vt
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i rt} +sin(iwot)
00
Cos (ut)
U i
0
{S(iowt) 
-
- tC (O 0t)} -sin(iw 0 t) - cos(vt)
co
+ tS.(iw t)
o 0
t2L} w2t2e-
2wot
+ 0
0
wu w3dw
(W2+w2 ) 2
o 0
Evaluating and simplifying leads to
2TrX, (t)
critical
Gmpi ngn0 =1
-2 t
1+e 0 1+2wmt+w t2]
wt
+ i 2 sin(iwot )Ci(iwot)(2+2wot)e -W0t - 42in(iwot)
C (iOw t)2te
iw t
- 0
-o t bit
0 +
2w 0
-wt2e 0 +2w t
-W t w t
cos(iot) S (iot) 2te 0 0
- *- cs\10~,J~~wCL.~~ + 2w 0 si n(iwot)
-wt Tob tS (iw t)2te 0 + 0 sin(iw t)
1 0 4w0 0
- 4- sin(iwot) 2 te
-W t 'o t
0 4 0 cos(iw0 t)2te
(B-9)
-Qo t
- (1+o-wt)e 0
-W t
02te
- t
2e-W t0 +2o -w tote 0,I+
-W t
0
-sin (iOO)Ci Oot)
cosOW 0t) C i Ow0t)
cosO sioS (Ow 0t)
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W 2 t 2e u
+ 0
0
W3dw
(W2+w2) 2
(B-10)
The following substitutions are now made:
cos(OW0t)
sin(iwot)
S. (iot)
Ci (jwot)
=2
21
= 1
-l
I W0t -W t+ e 0)
(e -e 0)
[Eg (Wt) + E(w 0t)]
[E (W0t) - E2(w ot)] + i Tr
EI(w t) is defined in Chapter VI. After simplification,
result is obtained.
(B-1I)
the final
(t)
critical
damping
G f(W 0 )
47r
G f(W )
-- 2' (1 +
+ 2ir
2'Tr
t e
e -2w0t 1 + 2w t +
-w 0t G f(W 0 )
w0t)e + 27T
-2w0t j u Wadw
( 2 +W 2)20 o
W t2 +
-2w t
t2e 0
G f(W) 
~ 2§ 2
4Trw 0
- 2w2 (-W Ot)e0 0
-W t0o
e -2w1t {+2wot
+ 2W t2 e o0
+ 2w2  e u o df 
(B-12)
0 (W W2o
E (W0t)
+W2t2
10
(B-12)
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APPENDIX C
STEP FUNCTION DERIVATION OF G(w,t) FOR SEPARABLE INPUT
In analogy with the deterministic approach of decomposing a
forcing function into positive and negative unit heaviside func-
tions, a stochastic process may be decomposed into stationary pro-
cesses with unit deterministic heaviside modulating functions. The
simplest case is shown in Figure [C-1].
F is a zero mean stochastic process. It can be considered to
be the linear superposition of two forces, F1 and F2. The input
enters power spectrum computations through the autocorrelation,
which is a measure of the variance of the input. The variance is a
probabilistic measure of energy, and is thus non-negative. There-
fore, there must be some other measure to ensure that F2 completely
removes F, for t > to* This measure is the cross-correlation be-
tween F1 and F2. Forces F1 and F2 must be perfectly negatively
correlated. Then FI(t) = -F2 (t), t > to.
E[F1 (t)Fi(t+T)] = E[-Fl(t)Fl(t+T)] = - E[Fi(t)Fi(t+T)] (C-1)
If R1(T) A E[Fi(t)Fl(t+T)] (C-2)
and R1 2 (T) = E[Fi(t)F 2 (t+T)] (C-3)
then R1 2 (T) = - Rl(T) (C-4)
The response to two inputs, for a linear system, is the sum of
the response to each input taken separately.
d'. liAA. AC1tI] 7l I 1
Excitation Superposition
/1 AA
__j
t + A A f, i  f, [ A I P 1I. I
A
216
t
Y(t) = h(t-u)Fi(u)du +
0
t
h(t-v)F2(v)dv
o
(C-5)
Since u and v are dummy variables, Equation [C-5] may be
written as one integral.
Y(t) = h(t-u) [Fl(u) + F2(u)] du (C-6)
The variance of the response is then
V t
Var(Y) = E. h( t-u)[Fi(u)+F 2(u)]du h(t-v)[Fl(v
h(t-u)h(t-v)E[Fi(u)FI(v)+Fi(u)F 2(v)+F 2(u)Fi(v)
+F2(u)F2(v)]dudv
h(t-u)h(t-v)[Rl(u,v)+R12(u,v)+R21 (u,v)+R2(u,v)]dudv
(C-7)
The autocorrelation and cross-correlation for the case shown
in Figure [C-1] for the various regions of u and v are as follows:
R1 (u,v) = Ri(T)
R2(u,v) = Ri(T)
R12 (u,v) =-Ri(T)
R2 1(u,v) - Ri(T)
0 < u < t
t0 < u < t
t < u < t
t0 < u < t
0 < v < t
t 0 < v < t
t 0 < v < t
0 < v < t
All autocorrelations and cross-correlations are zero in the other
The variance is then
t t
0 0
)+F2(v)]dv}
=1
=1t t
0 0
(C-8)
A _
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Var(Y) = t to
0 0
to
+ f
h(t-u)h(t-v) [Ri(u-v)] dudv
t
f. h(t-u)h(t-v) [Ri(u-v) + R12(u-v)]
t t
th(t-u)h(t-v) [Ri(u-v) + R2(u-v) +
+ R21(u-v)] dudv
R12(u-v) +
(C-9)
where only nonzero values of correlation are shown. Substituting
the values from Equation [C-8] one gets
Var(Y) = t t-h(t-u)h(t-v)
o 0
+ i h(t-u)h(t-v)
o t-
R, (T)dudv
[Ri(T) - R (T)]dudv
t t
+ J h(t-u)h(t-v) [Ri(T) - Ri(T)] dudv
+ ft tJ h(t-u)h(t-v) [Ri(T) +Ri(T) - Ri(T) - Ri(T) ] dudv
t0 t
Sh(t-u)h(t-v) RI(T) dudv
0 0
which is
+ it 0
dudv
(C-10)
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t t
Var(Y) = { { h(t-u)h(t-v) A(u)A(v) Ri(T)dudv
0 0
1 0 < t < to
since A(t) = -
0 otherwise (C-11)
Next is considered the more complicated case shown in Figure
[C-2]. In order to remove forces properly, F3 must be perfectly
negatively correlated with Fi or F2 , and F4 must be perfectly nega-
tively correlated with the other. The solution is dependent on
whether F3 removes F1 or F2. The simplest case is to assume that
F3 and F4 are perfectly correlated with each other, and F1 and F2
are perfectly negatively correlated with both. This assumption is
the same as requiring F to be separable stationary. Using the same
procedure as in the previous example, the response variance is
Var(Y) = to fh(t-u)h(t-v) Ri(T)dudv
o o
+ t0  h(t-u)h(t-v) 2R(T)dudv
o t0
+ t h(t-u)h(t-v) Ri(T)dudv
0 ti
ti to
+ { h(t-u)h(t-v) 2Ri(T)dudv
to o
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ti ti
+ J fth(t-u)h(t-v) 4R1 (T)dudv
0 0
ti t2
+ J f h(t-u)h(t-v) 2R1(T)dudv
t ti
t2 to
ti o
t2 ti
+ f f h(t-u)h(t-v) 2R1(T)dudv
ti t0
t2 t2
+ ftfth(t-u)h(t-v) R1 (T)dudv (C-12)
ti ti
which is t t
Var(Y) = f f h(t-u)b(t-v) A(u) A(v) RI(T)dudv
0 0
1 0 < t < t0
2 to < t < ti
Since A(t) t < t < t2
0 t 2 < t < CO (C-13)
Chapter V uses the result of Equation [C-13] for arbitrarily
varying input. Physical significance has been shown through the
use of step functions for a non-decreasing input. For decreasing
input, the result does not retain complete physical significance.
As was discussed in Chapter III, if the input is suddenly removed,
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the response vibrates sinusoidally at its natural damped frequency,
and the response power spectrum is then a decaying dirac delta at
W= W1. Using the above facts, one can utilize a step function
approach and take the limit of smaller and smaller steps. The fol-
lowing results are obtained for the convergent parts of the small
damping moments for the general input shown in Figure [C-3]. Gf(W)
is a stationary unit area power spectrum and A(t) is a deterministic
non-increasing modulating function.
Gf(W0) [ -2w 0tX0 = E L A(t) 1 - e +
0
t dA( t) e-2OE(t-u) _ e-2w gu dudte 2 { -e 2 o u}
o t=u -
A(t) Gf (W) -Wo0t
A1 =w? A - e00 0 :2Trw 2
0
X2 = 2x (C-14)
For A(t) equal to a constant, thoese reduce to the step function
results.
F222
A(t)
General Non-Increasing Modulating Function
Figure C-3
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APPENDIX D
RESPONSE TO TIME-LIMITED STEP INPUT
A case of interest, especially in earthquake engineering
applications, is a time-limited step modulating function, as shown
in Figure [D-1]. For t < ti and to = 0, the results will be the
same as the transient case for step input (Chapter IV), because
the Caughey and Stumpf approach produces a time-dependent spectrum
dependent only on past time. G(w,t) for t < tj was given in Equa-
tion [IIA-2]. For t > t1, G(wt) becomes
ti ti
G(wt) = Gf(Wo) f J h(t-u)h(t-v)cos(w(u-v)dudv
t0 t0
(D-1)
The result of the double integration is
Gf(w)
G(wt) = 2(et + e 4t ttCos(wi(t0-ti
4W2 (2- _2) 2+( 2 )2]  21
coso~t-ti) 2+W2+E22 -8wimet tsin(wi(t -t))
sin(o(t 
-ti)) + {sin2(wit)-cos2(Wit)}{ 4w ow]
[et 0sin(2wit 0)+ e tisin(2miti)-2e t 0ti sin(wi(t O+ti))
cos(W(to- ti)) + 2(W-2) .etocos(2wto)-eticos(2wti)
+ 2e t t cos(wo(t 0 +ti))cos (W(to - ti)
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Time-Limited Step Excitation
Figure D-1
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+ L22$ etcos(2wt )+eti
cos(o(t0-ti))
+ e tcos(2witi)-
} +I
2 et t
0
+ 2 L ( o -_ 2) 2 w f t
sin( i(t
cos(2witi) - 2etti cos(Wi(t 0+ti))
sin(2wit)} {L4owi W e tcos
icos(oi(to+ti))cos(o(t 0-ti))
(2wit 0 ) +
sin(2wit0 ) + etisin(2w t1 )-
o+t )) cos(W(to-t1))
1}
= -2w 0 t 2w 0Et0where
-2w 0 t
=e
2w0 ti
et o
01t
-2w0tt (to+ t)o
Equation [D-21 may be expressed more compactly as
1/(4W2)
G(w,t) = 1 +-p cos(W(ti-t ))
(W -W2 )2+ (2 w W)2
- E sin(w(t 1 -t 0 ))+ XWo2 +TW 2 cos((ti-t 0 ))
where
= (2et + 2et )(W + Wo 2 ) + [sin 2(W
o 0 1
[4wowoi t sin(2wit 0 ) + 4 Ewo0 l et
2, eto cos(2w to)- 2 let cos 2wit
t) - cos 2(W1t)]
sin(2w1 tl)
+ 2 2W2 e t cos2w t +0 - 10
(D-2)
(D-3)
(D-4)
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+ 2 2W et cos 2witi] + 2 sinwit coswit[4Ea0 w et cos 2wt 0 +
+ 4 wow e cos 2witi + 2w2 e sin 2w t - 2 2 W2 et01t 1 Q0 01 -
sin 2w t + 2 1 et, sin 2witi - 25% eti sin 2witi]
= y +6 sin 2W 1t -6 cos2W t + psin2w t
EZ = 8 etot sin(wi(ti-t 0 ))
= 
2et0 + 2eti + rj sin -$ sin2wit
T = - 4et0ti cos(oi(ti-to)) 
-4et0tisin2Wit cos((t0+t)')+ 4et0ti
cos 2t cos(wi(t 0+t))+ 4et0tisin2wit sin(wi(tO+ti))
y = -4w 2et tcos(wi(ti-tt)) - 4E2W2 ett cos(wi(ti-t0 ))
It0ti00t0i0
6 -8%wo ettsin(wi(ti+t)) +4W2 ett
-4 2W2 ettcos(wi(t + ti))
r = 2 etos 2wit 0 + 2eticos2witi
cos(wI (t 1+t0 ))
p = 28 w, et0ti cos(oi(t0+ti)) -41 et0tisin(i(t n+t))) +
+4E 2 et2 t sin(wi(t +ti))
= 2 et 0sin(2it0) + 2 eti
The variance for t > ti is
sin(2witi ) (D-5)
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0 21
C V-.o I
-o 0 (ti-t 0) Wi W o
+ e cos(oi(ti-to) + T
+ W +J
+ LL) %]
0J
(D-6)
For small damping levels, Equation [D-6] takes approximately the
following form
Gf(o) e2w o(tI-t)Fe
8 w L - e 0 t] (D-7)
The convergent part of the first moment is assumed by analogy
to the evolutionary response to step input. For small to moderate
damping levels and t > t,
Gf(o) 2w C(t -t) 2o
1 - ) e 1+ sin(wot 1 )cos(wot) -
0
e2w 0 (t -t - Gf(W0) 1 + ws- sin(w,(2t-t 
-t))
eo0 E(t90+tI-2t)
For small damping levels Equation [D-8] becomes
Gf (W) 0 2C ~e 2wo(t -to)
0(1- ) e
8 0 -
2w J(to-t) ~
-e
G- (o) eoW (to+ t - 2t)
27rw20
(D-8)
(D-9)
X0 = -G e- ti 0 sin(wi(ti-t ))fy
32W2Wo _
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The convergent part of the second moment for t > ti is
Gf(ow) F-w0g(t1-t ) w9
X2= GfW)e-0 tl ) sin(wi(ti-t )) -y- -+2o E +32w -' - + w
W2 T + 0 e (t -t ) i
+ o1+ 42E2( +e cps(oi(ti-te) y;'1 +0i0 
1 0io
-2wiE0 0 + 1 A x - 4L 0 (D-10)00
For small damping levels Equation [D-10] reduces to
X2 Gf(o) e2w Ogti-t) -e2w J(to-t)X2 e- e
8o (-- -
80
0 0 (D-ll)
With Equations [D-6], [D-8], and [D-10] for the time-limited
step function, it is tempting to solve a nonstationary problem by
breaking it up into separate time regions, and solving each region
separately. The fallacy is that unless the input in each time in-
terval is independent from other intervals (orthogonal input inter-
vals) the response in the different regions is not independent.
Therefore, the response cannot in general be solved in each region
without taking into account the correlation from one interval to
the next due to the correlation of the excitation.
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION
The small damping convergent expressions for the moments
given in Equation [VIA-4] are used.
q(t) was given in Equation [IVB-1] and aD(t) in Equation
[IB-30]. For the reliability function, q(t)/ v 7t) is needed.
Equation [E-1] simplifies
4 2 1Ti-Ti e- 4w t
Gf(W) 
- e2w0
0
- -2Ce -2w0 Et - e- 4w 0EtJ
Gf(wo)Tr3  - -2wo 3
4W3~
If E is neglected with respect to 'r, Equation [E-2] becomes
Ti3Gf(o)
(T-Te 4w 0
t
- 2Ee 2w0Et)
-2w t )3
-e J
which further simplifies to
(E-1)
a =t
(E-2)
cy(t) (E-3)
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0 f 0  +e 0 t] (
2w 8 Lit (E-4)
1 - e 4-T2w 0 t +r feW 1
le 0 F7(~
aD(t) is then
1 -exp{ -
D(t) =2v-
-x. 4a~w 01- exp{ 1a-2wt 0 +Gft~o0 ) 1l +
exp -4-
G f(W0)
-2w 0 t
(E-5)
The reliability is
- 1 aD(u)du
LD(t) = e (E-6)
The approximate expression for aD(t) given in Equation [E-5] is
technically only valid for t > 7r/w 0 , since the expression for Xi(t)
is very approximate for times less than this. An examination of the
error introduced in using Equation [E-5] in Equation [E-6] for all
0 < u < t has indicated that the error in the reliability is negli-
gible for all times greater than T0/27T where T0 is the natural period
of the oscillator.
In order to obtain an analytical solution for the intsgral of
Equation [E-5] some approximating assumptions had to be made. One of
= 2v0
-2w 0 tI
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these approximations is
1+ e 0't (E-7)~1l
in the exponent in tte numerator. Another is
exp { (E-8)2 I1 - e-02 ts
1 - eJ
where s is the duration of the excitation and y is defined in Chap-
ter IV as a nondimensional barrier level. Equation [E-8] is good
for y > 2. aD(t) then becomes
aD(t) = 2v 0
exp - 4ago 0
1- e-2wogt
exp
Equation [E-9] expression may now be integrated by using the exponen-
tial integral, Ei(z), defined in Chapter VI. The result is
f aD(u)du = 0 Ei(zi)-Ei(z2)-e Ei(z2)-e Ei(z 4)
rD
SIa(t) (E-10)
where y1, Y2, zi, Z2 , z3 , and z4 are defined in Equation [VIA-6].
The reliability function is now
-2v0 1a(t)
LD(t) = AD e
Gf(o) }
(E-9)
(E-1 1)
